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ABSTRACT 

Designer Minds: Examining Youths’ Multimodal Literacies 

 

by 

 

Lilly Chung Lew 

 

In recent reports the U.S. Department of Education issued a charge for 21st century skills for 

college and career readiness. With the ever-increasing societal influence of social media, 

educators had been grappling with the challenge of understanding the nature of multimodal 

literacy practices and supporting post-millennial youths’ literacy development.  

This mixed methods study captured youths’ multimodal literacy practices in the 

context of a digital storytelling community. Through the examination of a large repository of 

digital artifacts, the researcher analyzed the emergence of collective productivity rates and 

trending topics over a multiple year period.  

In order to investigate the meanings embedded in these artifacts, the researcher also 

conducted a multiple person case study to trace individuals’ meaning making through the 

construction of their digital artifacts. Eight youth from the ages of  7 to 13 participated in 

tasked-based interviews. Once the interviews records were transcribed, the youths’ practices, 

discourses, and artifacts were analyzed across cases. Through in-depth individual case 

analysis and cross-case analysis, the researcher identified the domains of meaning youth 

employed to create their projects. 

With the archive analysis and the multiple person case study, the researcher found 

collaboration as a dominant in the digital storytelling community culture. Gender was a key 

indicator of topic choices in the digital projects. The less experienced youth worked together 

on common projects. Their repertoires of practice expanded over time as they explored 
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different subject matters and gained command over digital tool uses for creative purposes. 

Participants, who had more experience with multimodal literacies, were more likely to 

introduce new, more complex topics from virtual communities and social media platforms to 

the community. This study opened more opportunities for researchers to investigate ways 

multimodal literacies could have served other purposes such as cultivation of leadership, 

promote socioemotional resilience, and provide creative opportunities for youth from 

historically marginalized backgrounds.  

Keywords: Mixed-methods study, youth, identity development, multimodal 

literacies, equity 
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Chapter 1: Introduction and Focus of This Study 

This chapter consisted of seven major sections. The first section implicated a federal 

policy overview for college and career readiness, and the various implementation designed 

to address this call for action. The overview outlined the scope of the dissertation study in 

the proceeding chapters. The third section comprised of the purposes and goals of this study. 

These fundamental goals served as the focus of the review and logics with pre-existing 

research literature. To fulfill these goals, the research posed preliminary research questions 

in the fourth section of this chapter. These research questions addressed niches in pre-

existing literature in the second chapter of this study. In the fifth section of this chapter, a 

report on how this research study was contextualized with crucial information that pertained 

to the research site. Following the description of the research site, the sixth section included 

key characteristics of the prospective research participants. The final section communicated 

how this dissertation study addressed policy and program evaluation opportunities. 

National Charge for College and Career Readiness 

In recent reports, the U.S. Department of Education issued a charge for preparing 

millennials with 21st century skills and college career readiness (Parker & Lazaros, 2014; 

U.S. Department of Education, 2019); consequently, educators and parents readily embraced 

these constructs. In response to this charge, many educators designed curriculum in 

alignment with theories such as problem-based education, STEM education, project-based 

learning, and multimedia practices. As a ripple effect, education researchers conducted a 

cornucopia of digital literacy studies. These studies investigated the early uses of digital 

tools at the dawn of the social media craze. In retrospect, practitioners captured a unique 

coming of age in which adolescents (who are commonly referred to as millennials and born 
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between the years 1980-1994) transitioned from print-based literacy practices to multimodal 

literacies. In view of the fact that early digital content resembled information on print, the 

internet was initially used as reference tool at home, schools, and offices. As web design 

advanced, digital texts incorporated more visually appealing graphics and brick-and-mortar 

stores began to develop e-commerce platforms. During these developments, the millennial 

population spent their pre-adolescent years during the dot-com era as the first users of social 

media platforms. Social media was designed to represent everyday life by providing visual 

representations of friendships, connections, hobbies, and interests. Blogs, public 

declarations, group invitations to parties, and article-sharing/instant messaging among 

friends were friend-building functions that were incorporated in early social media 

platforms. In an attempt to design culturally relevant curriculum, public school 

administrators struggled to provide infrastructure for classroom technology. Consequently, 

professional development involving classroom technology training also emerged to support 

practitioners with hands-on training, sample lessons, and other resources. 

Unlike the previous generation, post-millennial youth (Pew Research Center, 2018), 

who were born within the years 1995-2015, had been living their entire lives with the 

existence of the internet; multiple researchers have characterized this age group as “digital 

natives” (Bennett et al., 2008). The notion of digital native implied that members of this 

generation acquire multimodal literacies innately with little to no intervention. These youth 

were not only mastering basic friendship behavior through a variety of social media handles, 

but they were also uniquely positioned to potentially redefine themselves by creating digital 

content that reconfigure their social realities. Thus, there emerged a need to gain a deeper 

understanding of how post-millennial youth (also referred to as Generation Z) socially 
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interact and build interest-driven communities seamlessly across multiple environments and 

circumstances. Specifically, researchers had yet to capture these youths’ motives and goals 

for creating and sharing multimodal texts. This dissertation study filled this niche by 

addressing the areas of new literacies and multimodal assessments as they arose in the 

context of a community-based afterschool program that mainly serves immigrant Latinx 

youth. 

Dissertation Study Overview  

The dissertation study consisted of five chapters. The first chapter comprised of a 

project overview, the purposes of this study, and the preliminary research questions. This 

overview also involved a geographical and physical description of the prospective research 

site, and the reasons why this community center was strategically positioned for providing 

resources in the local community. A description of the local population and program 

evaluation opportunities were also included. The second chapter included a review of 

literature with theoretical perspectives regarding new literacies studies and the need for 

developing multimodal assessments to investigate youths’ new literacy practices. The third 

chapter encompassed a detailed set of methodologies with sub-sections such as procedures 

for data preparation, case study design, and interview protocols. In addition, the 

methodology chapter contained procedures for processing and analyzing the data from both 

quantitative and qualitative sources. Tabulations from the data collected from the archive, 

in-depth individual case reports, and recurring themes from the cross-case analysis were 

included in the results chapter. The fifth chapter of this dissertation comprised of discussions 

of the areas of multimodal literacy assessments, new literacies, and addressing the digital 
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divide. Moreover, the fifth chapter included limitations of this study, the implications for 

both researchers and practitioners, and the opportunities for future study.    

Purpose of this Study 

This dissertation study fulfilled two goals. First, this investigation revealed how 

youth created meaning through digital storytelling activities after school. When participants 

were interviewed, they presented completed artifacts and demonstrated composition skills. 

Second, this investigation also uncovered youths’ motivation for producing digital artifacts 

and their preferred work styles. Since a significant number of participants engaged in digital 

storytelling on site for multiple years, they also alluded to domains of meaning they 

activated through this activity. 

Preliminary Research Questions 

To fulfill the purposes and goals of this study, two research questions were posed. 

The first research question (Q1) addressed the processes youth underwent to create digital 

artifacts. These creative processes included repertoires of practice with digital tools. The 

second research question (Q2) revealed the youths’ social influences for creating these 

artifacts. 

• Q1. How did youth construct meaning with digital artifacts?   

• Q2. Which domains of meaning were visible in the construction of digital artifacts 

among youth? 

These domains of meaning provided deeper understanding of the youths’ social influences, 

knowledge sources, and potentially their relationships with fellow community members,  
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Descriptions of the Research Site 

The research site was a community center, and this facility was located 

approximately 12 miles (20 kilometers) east of the Pacific Ocean. Although this center was 

geographically located in one of the most affluent counties in the United States, this county 

had also been characterized as one with profound inequities in the distribution of wealth. 

Although the local economy consisted of seasonal tourism and a robust service-oriented 

business climate, many families who resided in the area still experienced financial fragility. 

This organization also utilized resources through strategic partnerships with the local school 

district, the local university, and other government incentives. This community center served 

these families in several ways. The staff and adult volunteers provided affordable childcare 

for working parents, homework assistance for the local elementary school aged children. 

This community center also hosted several other social gatherings such as a regular meeting 

place for local teens, seasonal enrichment activities such as team sports, digital storytelling, 

arts and crafts, as well as meal service. As a non-profit organization, this agency funded 

programs through a combination of endowments, small donations, and grants.  

This dissertation study revealed the situated nature of literacy activity in a computer-

based after-school program located at the center called CP. Furthermore, this study also 

revealed how a strategic partnership between a local community organization and the 

university addressed systemic inequities through a technology-based program.  

Description of Research Participants 

The research participants consisted of local participants who either participated or 

expressed interest in digital storytelling group. The participants were characterized as post-

millennial youth whose ages ranged from 7 to 13 years old. The municipal government 
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agency characterized this local population as mostly families whose parents held customer 

oriented, essential positions. Many youths in this population also identified a home language 

in addition to English. Since sub-populations with these institutional labels had been 

historically marginalized and underserved, the youths’ choices in elective activity, their 

expertise in digital compositions, and their perspectives had significant implications for 

research, practice, and policies. The program participants’ demographics were included in 

the table below.  

Table 1 Research Site Demographics in 2018-2019 

Research Site Demographics in 2018-2019 

Children in Grades K-6 No. 

Total  124 

African American 2 

Latinx 113 

Asian American 1 

White 8 

Female 52 

Male 72 

Designated EL, based on language spoken 

at home 

 

94 

Participants reported to be from low-

income families 

124 
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Policy and Program Evaluation Opportunities 

The University of California institutionalized partnerships like CP to promote a 

college-going culture among children whose families were underrepresented on campus 

(University of California Office of the President, 2019). This community-based afterschool 

program had been possible through a university-community partnership. This program 

represented one partnership within an international network of partnerships called 

University-Community Links. Through these partnerships, undergraduate volunteers 

complete their pre-professional fieldwork hours and the local youth gain mentoring and 

homework assistance on-site. 

Program evaluation measurements were essential for funding a multiple-site 

network, like UC Links. According to SAPEP programs, the primary goal of this network 

was to increase participants’ literacy knowledge by 30% (University of California Office of 

the President, 2019). Therefore, the design instruments for measuring literacy knowledge 

and providing appropriate evidence were paramount to institutional sustainability. In order 

to capture the scope of literacy knowledge across multiple sites, an analytic survey was 

developed. This instrument consisted of Likert scales items clustered into multiple 

categories of literacy skills, and knowledge was developed. At this research site, the 

coordinator reviews the survey items with the undergraduate volunteers and recruits (K-12) 

participants. The quantitative data captured an aerial view of literacy knowledge across 

many UC Links sites and included scores from thousands of cases. In addition to current 

program evaluation instruments, this dissertation study provided information about the ways 

youth expand their literacy knowledge at a designated UC Links site and shed light on how 

youth explored their personal interests in an alternative setting.  
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Chapter 2: Review of the Literature 

This review encompassed several major areas. The first section included a synthesis 

of studies that focused on the challenges of designing valid and reliable multimodal literacy 

assessments. The second section comprised of studies that addressed inequity in the 

distribution of technology and the digital divide. The following section addressed systemic 

inequities by expanding access to multimodal literacy assessments. After evaluating these 

studies, the researcher conducted a review to identify directions for needed relevant and 

adaptable assessments. In addition to the multimodal literacy assessment literature, this 

review also included theoretical perspectives and key constructs and theoretical frameworks 

in new literacies studies (NLS). The seventh section encompassed multimodal literacies with 

the focus on digital storytelling. The following section consisted of digital storytelling 

studies with young children and historically marginalized groups. The last section was an 

exploration of cultural historical activity theory (CHAT) as a theoretical framework for 

investigating digital storytelling.      

Challenges with Designing and Scaling up Multimodal Literacies Assessments 

Prior to the 21st century, literacy and reading comprehension assessments were print-

based and included comprehension questions about privileged classic texts, which were 

deemed significant by institutions of higher education. In the emergence of sociocultural 

perspectives, experts conceptualized literacy as social practices. Therefore, the investigation 

and documentation of literacy practices within the communities posed many challenges for 

policy makers, researchers, and practitioners, alike (Ercikan et al., 2018; Hung et al., 2012; 

Piazza, 2012; Unworth & Chan, 2009). The following review included an international 

compilation of studies concerned with the conceptions of multimodal literacy, issues of 
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equity that emerged while analyzing multimodal assessments, and the importance of 

assessing multimodal literacy practices among students who are members of historically 

marginalized groups. 

Multimodal literacy assessments had been designed with instruments capturing both 

quantitative and qualitative feedback. For instance, an early implementation of a large-scale 

online reading assessment occurred in Australia in 2009. That year the Australian Research 

Council (ARC) funded the development of the first National Assessment Program in 

Literacy and Numeracy (NAPLAN). Unsworth and Chan (2009) examined the types of 

image and language relations in exam questions created for the online reading 

comprehension exam. Mesmer and Hiebert (2015) analyzed third graders’ reading 

proficiency levels varying with text complexities and lengths of reading passages, 

recommended in the Common Core States Standards for English Language Arts 

(CCSS/ELA) in the United States. 

In addition to the national studies, there had been international reports that involved 

participants from multiple countries. Schleicher (2015) examined the emergence and use of 

information and communication technology (ICT) and how education systems and schools 

are integrating ICT into the classroom. In addition to examining ICT use, the report 

established the relationships between computer access in schools, classrooms, and 

performances in the PISA assessment. The report also illustrated a digital divide by 

formulating differences in access and use of ICT among students based on socio-economic 

status, gender, geographic location, and the school they attend. Ercikan et al. (2018) utilized 

test scores from the International Association for Assessment of Educational Achievements 
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(IEA)’s International Computer and Information Literacy Study (ICILS) 2013. They 

explored the digital divide among eighth grade students from 21 jurisdictions. 

The following studies included multimodal assessment implementations for 

participants who were acquiring target languages. Gong et al. (2009) conducted a large scale 

mixed-methods study (using both questionnaires and interviews) to analyze university 

students’ perceptions of the use of video recordings in additional language oral assessments 

for both Japanese and Chinese language learners. Hung et al. (2012) conducted a randomized 

control study that used two different surveys to assess 35 English language learners’ 

multimodal literacy practices. With the findings from these large quantitative studies, 

literacy scholars were able to capture collective trends of multimodal literacies based 

on demographic data and the acknowledgement of societal inequities involving technology 

use among certain groups. 

Inequity in the Distribution of Technology and the Digital Divide 

In early research the digital divide referred to the different degrees of access people 

had to technology. One common measure of access included the number of computers 

available to certain demographic groups. Jenkins et al. (2008) described the digital divide as 

the unequal access to computers at home or needed information infrastructure such as public 

wireless internet in urban communities, especially in disenfranchised 

communities. Ercikan et al. (2018) analyzed ICLS scores from students by gender, 

socioeconomic status, and affect from technology use. When comparing average test scores 

across genders, the girls performed better than the boys during the assessment. When 

comparing access to computers by gender, Ercikan et al. also reported that boys had more 

access to computers than girls, even though girls indicated the same extent of interest in 
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using this medium of technology. In addition to gender, socioeconomic status also indicated 

patterns of technology use across 22 countries. Participants who reported high SES also 

scored higher on average than their classmates who reported mid-SES or low-SES. 

Educators and researchers attempted to investigate how to ensure students’ 

participation in a 21st century world through technology and media. In addition to the 

appropriate equipment and infrastructure, the concept of the digital divide also impacted 

learning opportunities. Moreover, Jenkins et al. (2008) also raised concerns regarding the 

lack of transparency among the pedagogical uses of early computer games and virtual 

community platforms. Although teachers allowed students to engage with the media as part 

of the class curriculum, there was little evidence to prove students benefited intellectually 

from engaging in these online activities. 

Safety and risk management with online opportunities were also concerning for 

teachers, school administrators, and parents. Not only that, but there was also an emerging 

research area that addressed the impact of increased screen time on children’s health and 

wellness. In addition to concerns with children’s physical health, such as long-term effects 

from elevated levels of radiation exposure, there were concerns with children’s emotional 

and psychological well-being due to increased screen time and negative virtual interactions 

including cyberbullying, social media envy, and trolling. Rodriguez-de-Dios et al. (2018) 

examined how adolescents managed online opportunities and risk behaviors. They also 

examined how parent mediation affected the adolescents’ digital literacy skills. After 

analyzing data from a cross-sectional survey with approximately 1,450 Spanish secondary 

school aged participants, Rodrigeuz-de-Dios et al. found the participants’ digital literacy 

skills mediated the relationship between online risks and opportunities, in addition to 
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parental restrictions. Participants, who had advanced digital literacy skills, were able to take 

up more opportunities and manage greater risks. Hence, the authors recommended more 

assertive parental mediation that encouraged adolescents to increase and enhance their uses 

of digital literacy skills rather than restrict access to online opportunities. The implications 

of this study addressed inequities and advocated for youth to have more opportunities to 

explore their interests and build on opportunities, rather than to be deprived of intellectual 

resources. Educators and researchers were still trying to investigate how to ensure students 

were capable of analyzing media and using technology to participate in a 21st century 

world in which the online and offline spaces are seamlessly connected. This dissertation 

study reveals ways in which digital storytelling allows youth participants to build on their 

successes and manage opportunities. 

Accessibility to information includes not just the physical possession of the text, but 

also the cognitive skills to make meaning with the new source in order to respond 

appropriately. Lengthier texts about complex topics will likely be inaccessible due to various 

degrees of text complexity, as it could pose a challenge for less experienced readers. When 

students were presented with two versions of the same text, Mesmer and Hiebert (2016) 

found that third graders in an urban high-need school demonstrated lower reading 

proficiency when engaging with lengthier, more complex texts. They suggested that readers 

have access to texts and appropriate guidance to expand on their knowledge and to avoid 

being marginalized.  Even though Hung et al. (2012) reported students benefited from 

feedback from an analytic rubric, the students’ specificity regarding multimodal practices 

and products were not included in the study. While investigating the use of multimodal 

assessments, Gong et al. (2009) found Chinese and Japanese learners benefited from 
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engaging in video recording and other multimodal literacy practices. However, they also 

raised concerns regarding equity and recommended modifying assignments to accommodate 

to students at various target language (L2) proficiencies. Rather than enacting standardized 

testing and curriculum as a barrier for student achievement, these scholars suggested a 

curriculum with adaptations. They referred to curriculum adaptations that removed barriers 

and scaffolded students. Therefore, it was imperative for all stakeholders in education to 

consider issues of equity by taking into account the needs of underrepresented and 

marginalized subpopulations when designing and implementing multimodal literacy 

assessments.  

Addressing Equity and Access to Multimodal Literacy Assessments 

One way to address equity in multimodal literacy assessments includes expanding 

the definition of literacy (Stornaiuolo et al., 2009). McGrail and Behizadeh (2017) reviewed 

multiple frameworks, including the K-12 Common Core in State Standards and the 

International Society for Technology in Education (ISTE, 2007), to investigate ways in 

which assessment frameworks define multimodal composition. Furthermore, McGrail and 

Behizadeh found that multimodal composition was consistently defined across all texts and 

included multiple modes of communication such as visual, auditory, spatial, linguistics, and 

gestural. Although these definitions of multimodal compositions were consistent, McGrail 

and Behizadeh also found the examples given in the frameworks were non-interactive; the 

examples provided in the frameworks did not account for audience or collaboration.  

Rather than comparing multiple policy frames, Botelho et al. (2014) explored 

multiliteracies and problematized the development of multiliteracies assessment by engaging 

in a dialogic text. Through their use of dialogic texts, Botelho et al. drew on sociocultural 
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perspectives, new literacies studies, which represented the complexities of multiliteracy 

learning. Through this process, they were able to represent the construction of new 

knowledge by highlighting the discursive practices and discourses regarding multiliteracies 

assessments. Botelho et al. advocated for a reformulation of literacy teaching and learning in 

schools, urging educators to take stock of the multiliteracy practices they engage in 

throughout the day, explore practices their students know, and expand their repertoires of 

practice.  

Piazza (2012) conducted a multiple person case study to investigate the cultural 

responsiveness in formative reading assessments. She examined the use of retelling, 

comprehension questions while she interviewed 10 African American males (between the 

ages of 9-11) at an after-school reading program. Through the triangulation of data sources 

(retelling guides, text related thinking, and interviews) and cross-case comparative design, 

Piazza analyzed ways in which the assessments may or may not reflect students’ thinking. 

She found participants were more likely to demonstrate high proficiency in reading 

comprehension through story retelling and interviews, rather than answering comprehension 

questions.  

Yi et al. (2017) problematized print-based literacy assessments for English language 

learners and raised concerns about the validity of print-based tests. However, Yi et al. also 

identified multiple challenges with designing, administering, and evaluating multimodal 

literacy assessments in classrooms. Yi et al. argued ELLs benefited from expressing their 

ideas through multiple modes of language such as language, image, sound, and gesture. 

They also recommended multimodal assessments designed to capture students’ activation 

through multiple semiotic sources. Towndrow et al. (2013) conducted a single person case 
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study to investigate multimedia literacy performance and raised the need for considering 

“semiotic awareness” when designing multimodal literacy assessments. By analyzing 

Jeremy’s (13-year-old Singaporean boy) digital story, they identified a misalignment 

between Jeremy’s creative uses of digital tools to represent his mother’s childhood narrative, 

and the teacher’s expectations of excellence as specified in the assignment rubric. In lieu of 

assessing students through a narrow definition of literacy, Lawrence and Mathis (2020) 

argued multimodal assessments should expand the meaning of literacy practices to allow 

children, who had been labeled “at risk,” opportunities to explore literacy through other 

means. When they analyzed multiple sets of evidence such as student profiles, artifacts, 

observation, and interviews, Lawrence and Mathis found that fourth grade students, labeled 

at risk, were able to engage in multimodal thinking and communication from a critical 

stance. 

The literacy scholars whose studies were included in this review called for 

multimodal literacy assessments that are meaningful, relevant, and accessible. Not only did 

they advocate for more participation in the assessment itself, but also for assessment items 

and tasks that could reliably represent the participants’ meaning construction efforts. Instead 

of promoting a deductive approach to reading comprehension or writing composition, these 

experts suggested multimodal literacy assessments should be designed to invoke inductive 

or abductive reasoning. 

Characteristics of Effective Multimodal Literacy Assessments 

Measuring English proficiency had been a long-standing challenge among literacy 

experts. In addition to capturing interactions among collaborators, capturing an author’s 

internal conversation could also reveal insightful details about their perceptions of their 
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language proficiencies as well as metalinguistic awareness. To reliably assess children’s 

literacy practices, scholars (Chan & Chen, 2013; Gong et al., 2009; Jacobs, 2013; McGrail 

& Behizandeh, 2017; Stornaiuolo et al., 2009) recommended literacy be assessed in a more 

holistic approach with multiple measures such as interviews, the construction of print-based 

and digital texts, and other academic records. Yi et al. (2017) and Jacobs (2013) called for 

educators to reconceptualize assessment for multimodal literacy in a way that accurately 

represents the collaborative nature of multimodal literacies. Moreover, they recommended 

educators engage in serious dialogue for formulating assessment strategies that are 

transferable across multiple settings and activate students’ skill sets and expertise. Chan and 

Chen (2013) conducted a case study to examine the reliability and validity of information 

literacy assessments with second grade students in southern Taiwan. They used two research 

instruments: the first was a pencil-and-paper test (with 30 multiple choice items and three 

constructed-response items) and the second was a portfolio assessment based on the Super 3 

(plan, do, review) model. After assessing 142 students, they found students performed 

equally well with both the pencil-and-paper exam and the portfolio assessments. They also 

recommended both exams and portfolios should be adopted as part of the literacy curriculum 

since each instrument provided students multiple opportunities to demonstrate understanding 

of various texts. McGrail and Behizadeh recommended teachers considered creating 

multimodal assessments that capture the interactive and collaborative nature of multimodal 

literacies, and the ways authors take the audience into account while engaging in these 

practices. Rather than designing assessments to measure students’ content knowledge, 

Jacobs advocated for assessments that include multiple measures of multimodal literacies. 

She drew on new literacies and multiliteracies theories by identifying qualities to be 
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accessed and making recommendations for assessment formats. Interactive assessments 

yielded information about students’ abilities to demonstrate autonomy, created multiple 

strategies to take on unfamiliar tasks, allowed collaboration on large projects, worked 

productively with linguistics, and concluded that cultural diversity-all essential skills were 

important for succeeding in an information economy in the 21st century. To assess 

multiliteracies, she recommended designing multimodal performance assessments that 

involve task demonstrations, portfolios (records of evidence), multiple-part projects, and 

group assessments to measure collaborative skills.   

Adaptability and Tailoring of Assessment Instruments 

Although there were many different options for multimodal literacy assessments, it 

was important for scholars and practitioners to consider an assessment design that enables 

participants to not only demonstrate mastery through complete products, but to also reveal a 

self-reporting of repertoires of practice and different processes. Instead of settling for the 

one-size-fits-all approach, there were possibilities in designing a multimodal assessment 

system that were adaptable and customizable for participants. Gong et al. (2009) advocated 

for more customization of online components and tailoring content for students with various 

target language (L2) proficiency. Based on the misalignment between the teacher and the 

research team’s expectations of multimodal literacy practices, Towndrow et al. (2013) called 

for assessments that measure an author’s “designfulness” and meaning-making processes 

rather than an author’s end-product. 

Theoretical Perspectives and Key Constructs from New Literacies Studies 

The research of new literacies (Knobel & Lankshear, 2014; Leu et al., 2017; Street, 

2017) had an open-sourced approach. The open-sourced approach encouraged extensive 
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theory building as well as collaboration across multiple groups to understand complex 

problems. Rather than studying the social practices emerging from the use of new 

technology, new literacies scholars have theorized that usage of new technology reflects the 

latest social practices. This focus suggested a people-oriented perspective rather than an 

object-oriented perspective. Leu et al. (2017) conceptualized new literacies with a dual-level 

theory. According to Leu et at., new literacies could include new dispositions essential to 

online research and comprehension. They described the lower-case theory of new literacies 

as discipline-specific investigations that provided examples of multimodal strategies, such as 

querying for valid and reliable internet sources. Leu et al. also raised concern with the 

simplicity of their theoretical model and the challenge of theory-building about a complex 

phenomenon that is deictic in nature. In their synthesis of 25 years of new literacies 

research, Knobel and Lankshear (2014) conceptualized new literacies as social practices 

mediated by digital technology. Moreover, they described the texts as “seamlessly 

multimodal rather than involving distinct processes for different modes (text, image, sound)” 

(Lankshear & Knobel, 2011, p. ). Knobel and Lankshear also characterized new literacies as 

an orientation needed to navigate multiple modes of texts seamlessly and create meaning in 

multiple social realities. To bring clarification to their argument, they juxtaposed the goals of 

conventional (print-based) literacies with new literacies. They characterized print-based 

literacies as practices that privileged authorship, and individual publications. Furthermore, 

they also implied that conventional literacies are an abstraction in which authors 

acknowledge arguments proposed in other writings and suggested participation was kept 

among the expert few.  
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  Unlike traditional, print-based literacies, Knobel and Lankshear (2014) described 

“new literacies” as social practices that are more participatory and collaborative. New 

literacies also involved deep interactivity and openness to feedback. Collaborators 

demonstrated an eagerness as they shared expertise and supported other participants. This 

paradigm shift alluded to the democratization of knowledge. The democratization of 

knowledge implied anybody should have the opportunity to acquire accurate and relevant 

information, addressing their concerns and curiosities. Hence, these participants sought 

membership in interest-driven communities and slipped into multiple roles such as author, 

moderator, audience, or constructive critic. Thus, new literacies were emergent, and the 

practices were always shifting with an ethos of open access. This dissertation expanded on 

NLS since the investigation of youths’ literate identities and their meaning-construction with 

digital artifacts had significant societal implications in a digitalized democracy. 

Multimodal Literacies 

NLS offered an alternative orientation to studying literacy practices that challenged 

educators to consider youths’ dispositions as they navigate their environments (physical, 

interpersonal online and offline, etc.) effectively. Street (2017) described NLS as the study 

of literacy practices, not as technical skills learned in school, but as social practices that 

occur in different settings. Based on this assumption, Street called for researchers to 

investigate how youth engage in social practices outside of school and in other contexts such 

as in community spaces or at home. This prospective study not only revealed youths’ on-site 

practices, but it also enhanced researchers’ perceptions of youths’ roles and positions within 

their community. This seamless navigation across multiple planes (knowledge sources, 

physical environments, and social circles) illustrated the relevance multimodal literacies for 
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adolescence who are entering an era where these practices will be essential for building their 

sense of self, skill sets, expertise in their favorite subject matter, establishing relationships 

with friends, as well as positioning themselves for success.  

Digital storytelling was also conceptualized as multimodal literacies. Nelson et 

al. (2013) theorized multimodal practices across multiple contexts as learning lives, 

and they constructed a case study with a local multimedia artist. Anderson et al. (2018) 

developed multilingual digital storytelling (MDST) as a theoretical framework for 

rethinking pedagogical approaches that were more linguistically inclusive for bilingual 

students. Through interviewing the artists, and analyzing the artist’s portfolio, Nelson et 

al. (2013) found multiple examples of innovation or “effective surprise.” Therefore, they 

drew a parallel construction between remixing or reassigning meaning with multimodal 

projects and participants reconfiguring their social realities for positive changes. Youth were 

not only capable of projecting their own representations of society but harnessing these tools 

to resist and challenge societal oppression. Anderson et al. (2018) reported bilingual aspects 

of story construction, leading to many participants translanguaging. Since bilingual 

participants activated multiple semiotic systems, they composed multilingual stories for 

multilingual audiences. Hence, they gained authorship and the opportunity to communicate 

their perspectives in their own words. Technology was the vehicle for delivering thought-

provoking messages, and it enabled storytellers to create messages with a potentially wide 

dissemination. 

Although on-site storytelling had been culturally valuable for community members, 

digital tools allowed these messages to travel further than the immediate vicinity. The digital 

artifacts indeed had a life of their own; today’s youth have the capacity to disseminate 
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knowledge for longer periods of time, longer distances, and with potentially higher volumes. 

Digital storytelling provided alternative spaces for underserved youth whose stories slip 

through the mainstream education spaces. With a crisp vision, and systematically strategized 

dissemination, members of historically marginalized groups had the potential to incite social 

movements regardless of geographical location. 

Although youth were less likely to engage in multimodal literacies, with the goal of 

inciting social movements, the skills they acquired as emerging digital storytellers were 

fundamental multimodal literacy skills that could be expanded and repurposed. The subjects 

embedded in youths’ digital artifacts were precursors to future narratives. This orientation 

also enabled the researcher to examine differences within a collective, which often emerges 

in a diverse and democratic society.  

Digital Storytelling with Young Children and Historical Marginalized Groups 

Digital storytelling had been widespread, and it was extensively investigated among 

dominant groups, but there was still a need to carefully examine the impact of these 

practices among extremely young children and historically marginalized groups. To address 

this niche, this section included studies that focus on digital storytelling as intervention for 

youth in historically marginalized groups (Ellison & Solomon, 2017; Gubrium et al., 2018; 

Hull & Katz, 2006; Kim & King, 2019; Morris, 2018; Rubegni & Landoni, 2018; Smythe 

& Neufield, 2010; Zapata, 2018).  

Although preschool-aged children would not be considered a historically 

marginalized group, the findings in this study had implications that contributed to the new 

literacies framing and addressed digital literacy practices in other sub-groups. Technology 
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and digital literacy programs had been integrated to lesson plans with children younger than 

the age of five.  

  The following case studies included young children who engaged in digital 

storytelling with Apple iPads. Rubegni and Landoni (2018) created an exploratory program 

and investigated ways digital storytelling authoring tools (such as iPads) fostered pre-

literacy skills among preschool-aged children and enabled them to collaborate on 

multimodal projects with peers and adults. Toohey and Dagenais (2015) drew on NLS 

framework and applied theoretical constructs such as sociomaterial assemblage and 

production pedagogies to analyze a child’s interactions while engaging in video making with 

an iPad. Through these perspectives, Toohey and Dagenais identified challenges the child 

faced while producing a multimodal text and uncovered some of her personal strengths that 

might have been obscured during the negotiation of textual language. Husbye et al. (2012) 

explored media production among young children in PK-2 classroom. While children 

participated in group projects, they were able to own their learning experiences through 

discourse and interactions around their work.  

Video production allowed the child to position herself as knowledgeable, creative, 

and a peer who could provide contributions. For instance, Toohey and Degenais (2015) 

reported the need for children to negotiate and take turns using the iPads since the children 

had to share the devices. In addition, the young children also needed support in a form of 

guidance from the adults when engaging in tasks that required some planning or multiple 

steps. Furthermore, Husbye et al. (2012) found collaborative meaning that created, rich, 

fluid, and negotiated texts. Multimodal storytelling also made texts more accessible and 

provided multiple paths into the text. The role of play was essential for children since it 
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drew on children’s imaginative strengths and their passions. The digital tools also enabled 

children to connect with their lived experiences. Moreover, the children took up different 

roles and skill sets involved with projects such as director, actor, camera person, or script 

writer.  

These findings also reaffirmed Warschauer and Matuchniak’s (2010) definition of 

access to technology since young children with emergent literacy skills needed to have the 

iPad in hand to complete tasks and also guidance from adults or more experienced producers 

in order to complete even larger, multiple step projects. Moreover, Rubegni and Landoni’s 

(2018) findings reaffirm assumptions found in the NLS framework, specifically the 

collaborative nature of new literacies and the distribution of expertise within the teams. 

However, researchers raised concerns about emerging challenges participants encountered 

while constructing projects as well as possible design directions to address those challenges. 

Regarding to digital storytelling with young children, Rubegni and Landoni also 

recommended a predefined tool set for remixing. Predefined tool sets could have 

streamlined English learners’ meaning making with multimodal literacy practices. In 

addition, the construct emergent bilingualism was also considered with my prospective 

population since many participants in a previous study have self-identified as bilingual. 

Therefore, a predefined tool set for remixing was not only appropriate for young children, 

but also for older youth who were also dabbling with emergent bilingualism at the 

prospective research site. Therefore, these findings were valuable for future research since 

there had been very few studies that addressed challenges users encountered with digital 

storytelling and recommendations for intervention.  
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Many English language learners (ELLs) experienced difficulties adjusting to the 

academic and interpersonal demands in school, especially with English instruction. 

Therefore, there had been several studies investigating digital literacies with a specific 

purpose as intervention strategies for various ELL populations. Smythe and Neufield (2010) 

conducted an ethnographic case study to investigate whether the participants were able to 

raise their English proficiency through collaboration for the group project. Through 

classroom observations, collecting the projects, and interviews, the authors found 

participants were able to expand their repertoires of practices and leverage additional 

semiotic resources not usually privileged in classrooms (print-based literacies). Although 

learning academic vocabulary and comprehending content-specific topics in a second 

language could be extremely challenging for ELLs, these students are uniquely positioned 

among their monolingual classmates since they have the capacity to activate other schemas 

and engage in other repertoires to expand their academic knowledge bases.  

The common myth of technology integration included the overbearing learning 

curve, and the troubleshooting involved with unfamiliar software and new devices, that 

could overwhelm users and prevent them from producing something complex or 

meaningful. Understandably, veteran teachers, who are unfamiliar with digital literacies and 

technology development, approached classroom technology and digital literacy and ELL 

accommodations with trepidation. However, the adolescents were able to develop mastery 

over new concepts and specialized vocabulary for their podcast projects in English. Hence, 

the researchers suggested both the academic demands and the digital literacy demands 

served as interlocking supports for project completion.  
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  Zapata (2018) applied the pedagogical framework learning by design and 

investigated how digital materials impact the development of Spanish heritage learners’ 

literacy skills as well as their metalinguistic awareness. In addition to delivering several 

narrative units as intervention, she collected writing samples (first and final drafts of 

narratives) and analyzed questionnaires (before and after each unit). After analyzing their 

writing samples and examining the survey responses, she found students, who participated 

in these units, showed improvement with describing narratives accurately and in more depth. 

Students also demonstrated improvement with orthography, especially with accentuation 

patterns. However, students in the study struggled with metalinguistic issues, such as 

grammatical structures, and needed detailed feedback from the instructor. Zapata (2018) 

suggested learning by design had the capacity to enhance heritage learners’ (HL) literacy 

development. Therefore, these findings suggested further inquiry in ways Latinx youth in an 

afterschool program apply their skills, and experiences, towards common projects. 

Additionally, the study revealed how engaging in digital literacy practices enables these 

youth to master English as a target language. Honeyford (2013) conducted a 5-year case 

study in a middle school English class and explored the writing of Latino immigrant youths 

across three critical projects. After analyzing for their curricular and reflective texts, she 

found participants drew on their identities to engage in the work of cultural citizenship. 

Therefore, she suggests language and literacy can be productive pedagogical spaces for 

immigrant youth on their identities towards full recognition and rights as members of their 

school and communities. Danzak (2015) explored the same phenomenon with English 

learners in middle school. Her students narrated their families’ immigration stories in the 

form of comics through the Graphic Journeys project. Engaging in these narratives enabled 
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students to learn language and literacy through multiple modalities, and these practices 

allowed Els to increase their engagement in academic language.  

Media-driven practices should have involved youth exploring and tinkering with new 

digital tools and features. Through tinkering and experimenting with digital tools, content 

producers developed repertoires of practice and expertise. Ellison and Solomon (2017) 

investigated how digital play (specifically virtual reality platforms) served as a vehicle for 

productive and purposeful literacies in African American boys. After tracing three cases, the 

authors found each participant capitalized on their digital tool skills to navigate norms and 

expectations in the virtual community. These participants reached goals by engaging in peer 

collaboration, strategizing, problem-solving, articulating instructions, and other higher 

thinking skills. Since youth developed expertise in multimodal practices and utilized 

different practices, there are opportunities to investigate how youth take up different 

practices, configure teams, and complete common projects. 

Digital storytelling enabled vulnerable members of the population to create safe 

spaces to discuss sensitive topics and promote socio-emotional healing. Gubrian et al. 

(2018) conducted a 2-year ethnographic study to investigate sexual and reproductive health 

inequities among adolescent women of Puerto Rican descent in the mainland United States. 

In addition to focus group interviews, participants were able to share their experiences 

through digital storytelling (DST). Gubrian et al. found the digital storytelling 

process served as a critical narrative intervention and provided opportunities for women to 

collaboratively unpack their histories of trauma in a supportive space, as well as develop 

personal agency. Hence, Morris (2018) asserted the benefits of digital storytelling have the 

potential to provide a vehicle for social mobility for members of marginalized populations. 
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Gubrian et al. and Morris also encouraged researchers to investigate this approach and 

explore how DST could be used to address social inequalities among marginalized youth 

and dismantle systems of oppression.   

Hull and Katz (2006) drew from a multiple-year storytelling project and constructed 

a comparative study to investigate how a child and a young adult could develop personal 

agency and author themselves through multimodal storytelling. Through their engagement in 

digital storytelling at a community-based organization, both participants activated their 

personal motivation, redefined themselves, as well as represented their families, school, and 

social worlds. Through their engagement of multimodal and digital storytelling, they 

cultivated a sense of belonging within their community by positioning themselves as 

seasoned authors and local thought leaders (Green et al., 2020). Thus, Hull and Katz raised 

equity issues, specifically resources needed to sustain digital storytelling communities; they 

also emphasized the importance of promoting access to these digital tools and practices to 

everybody. 

Investigating Digital Storytelling through Cultural Historical Activity Theory  

Cultural historical activity theory (CHAT) was a framework that enabled researchers 

to theorize with an object-oriented approach in any setting. According to Engestrom (2010), 

this system could also be applied to examine activity in the moment and capture expanded 

learning. Engestrom’s (1987, 1993) model of CHAT consists of six mediating elements. 

These mediators include: the rules (social norms within the setting), subjects, community, 

division of labor, and the object. Through this perspective, the youth participants in this 

research study were positioned in the center of the activity system while their engagement in 

digital artifacts were being shaped through their collaborations with peers, their access to 
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digital tools, the norms and expectations within the facility and their knowledge sources. 

The CHAT lens captured a collective expertise that develops through social interactions, 

negotiating, hybridizing different perspectives, and the reformation of ideas.  

When Haapasaari et al. (2013) examined the emergence of learners’ transformative 

agency in an intervention, they found participants might not expressed agency in the here-

and now, but it was produced and maintained in a collective change effort across time. The 

more experienced participants in this digital storytelling community would likely provide 

more detailed information about their experiences engaging in digital artifacts and their 

perspectives would reveal how an ecosystem like a community of content creators served as 

an incubation for designers and meaningful work.  

This review of literature was informative for several reasons. First, this study served 

as an intellectual foundation for a dissertation study which involved a multiple person case 

study design. When new literacies practices were theorized as social practices, scholars were 

able to expand on the definition of new literacies. This multiple-person case study 

contributed to the research literature since it uncovered the significance of meaning 

construction among a community of underrepresented youth. This community of digital 

storytellers actively utilized digital tools to pursue their interests and built virtual 

communities through readily available platforms. With interviews, these youth provided 

insight of their roles in project collaborations and how these projects represented their 

passions, goals, and their values. It would also be important to consider how the 

implementation of digital storytelling at the local after school program served as a vehicle 

for socio-economic mobility for local participants since they will need digital content 

creation skills to participate in a larger democratic society later in adulthood. 
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Chapter 3: Research Methodologies 

This methodology chapter consisted of several sections. The first section describes 

my positionality as a participant observer at the research site. The following section included 

the large-scale data collection and analysis procedures for investigating the scale of digital 

storytelling. These tabulations and volume of digital artifacts illustrated digital storytelling 

as a complex social organization. The third section comprised of methodologies for 

documenting and analyzing the processes of constructing meaning in digital artifacts (Q1). 

These methodologies consisted of the case study design and the interview protocols. The 

following section expanded on the case study design and included additional methods for 

analyzing the interview data across cases to gain a deeper understanding of other nuanced 

aspects to digital storytelling such as the youths’ motivation, collaboration, and their 

interpretations of popular culture (Q2). The last section included descriptions of the data 

sources used in this study. 

Positionality  

Before relocating to Santa Barbara, I was a credentialed teacher and a literacy 

specialist in the Los Angeles metropolitan area and worked with youth ranging from 

kindergarten to high school (K-12) in a reading and language arts clinic that focused on 

print-based literacy intervention. I began my research apprenticeship at this community 

center as a 1st-year doctorate student in September 2014. As a participant observer at CP, I 

collaborated with fellow community members on common projects regularly by providing 

appropriate technical support. I had the opportunity meet over one hundred undergraduate 

volunteers and assist with logistics required for the digital storytelling festival every season. 

Over a 5-year period, I also established trust with the local community center 
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staff. Throughout this fieldwork experience, I gradually established rapport with youth 

participants and their families. These relationships also provided a foundation for the case 

study design described in this chapter.  

Investigating Digital Storytelling Activity as a Complex Social Organization 

An investigation of digital storytelling at a community scale, required a systematic 

collection and organization of digital artifacts throughout a long period of time. Every 10 

weeks, new undergraduate volunteers arrived on-site and worked alongside the youth 

participants. During the term, participants planned and prepared projects to share with 

friends and family. This showcase was an opportunity to celebrate youth-driven projects and 

promote the exchange of ideas within a large collective. The youth and the undergraduate 

volunteers saved youths’ projects regularly throughout the academic terms and all the 

completed artifacts were saved in a folder after each showcase (three times per year, each 

showcase was scheduled at the end of each academic quarter according to the university 

calendar). The community showcase occurred the last week of every academic term, and this 

activity marked a seasonal transition in the after-school program.  

 Data Collection 

Since Fall 2016, over 10 sets of projects had been saved and were yet to be organized 

in an inventory. With over 1800 files in these folders, I created a catalog for these artifacts, 

so that projects would be key word searchable for analysis. This inventory was formatted as 

a 60-page spreadsheet file with the Microsoft Excel (2019) software. Each sheet represented 

a list of completed and processed artifacts up until the end of the university term. Each sheet 

is labeled by term and each row includes the file name, the project title, and separate 

columns for each author.  
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Figure 1  Visual Representation of Inventory Spreadsheet with Identifiers by Academic 

Term 

Visual Representation of Inventory Spreadsheet with Identifiers by Academic Term 

 

Fall 2016  

File name Title Author Author Author Author 

            

 

These identifiers provided information about the products completed on-site, which 

allowed me to quantify projects produced in each academic term and captured seasonal 

trends emerged in productivity. Although this catalog provided limited information for an 

individual’s experience in the day-to-day operations, this catalog of artifact yielded 

information about the innerworkings of CP as an ecosystem. Since many scholars reported 

inequities in gender representation with large assessment data, the trends regarding gender 

representation found in this quantitative data set addressed inequities in technology 

programs. Additionally, the analyst quantified other trends, such as the formats used for the 

projects (Microsoft PowerPoint presentations, Microsoft Word documents, and video clips) 

and the most popular topics youth selected for them. When examining the productivity 

trends in this inventory, I uncovered dominant trends in formats youth used, gender 

representation, and frequently selected topics from each gender.  

Analysis Procedures 

  The analysis of the archive consisted of three steps. The first step included a series of 

sorts by different categories. The second step was the tabulations of projects for each 

category. The third step included the tabulations displayed as tables and graphs.  
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Sorting  

Through a series of sorts, filters, and tabulations (Kalman et al., 2020), I found 

patterns amongst the projects included in the inventory. The first set of sorts involved 

categorizing the projects by term and by format. Once the projects were tabulated by term 

and by format, I visualized trends in productivity across time. Another dimension of 

productivity was the variety of artifacts produced on-site. Even though Microsoft 

PowerPoint was frequently used as a digital storytelling platform, some participants also 

tinkered with images and processes involved with video production. Therefore, this sort 

provided a big picture perspective of productivity at CP over the years. I also investigated 

gender representation by tabulating the number of male and female participants whose 

artifacts were archived over the years. The projects were sorted by gender and frequencies 

were generated to reveal the five most popular project themes by gender. Once I completed 

these sorts, these frequencies were displayed as tables and figures.  

Methods for Q1: How Did Youth Construct Meaning with Digital Artifacts?  

While conducting research on mathematics, science, and cognition, Moschkovich 

and Brenner (2000) proposed a naturalistic paradigm as an epistemological stance. They 

described the relationship between theories and methods as intricately connected, as in, each 

set supported and informed the other. Multiple-person case studies (Ashley, 2013; Yin, 

2006) were conducted to investigate how youth handled and constructed multimodal texts. 

This case study design comprised of three major sections. The first major section in the 

multiple person case study included procedures for data collection. Data collection 

steps comprised of participant recruitment, techniques for data capture, and interview 

procedures. The second major section in this case study design included techniques for 
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processing all the records generated during the interview sessions. After the interview 

sessions were completed, all the records (digital artifacts, audio, and video records) were 

processed in preparation for rich individual cases. 

Recruiting Participants  

With case study research, recruitment was one of the most important steps in 

preparation for data collection. Since the community center emphasized choice through 

elective activities, it was important to recruit participants who actively choose digital 

storytelling or expressed interest.   

The convenience sampling included eight youth between the ages of 7 to 13 and who 

expressed interest in digital storytelling on-site. There were no exclusionary criteria for the 

sampling and the first participants whose submitted signed consent forms completed their 

interview sessions when available. This sampling of participants captured the range of 

interests and motivators for creating digital artifacts. Therefore, a multiple person case study 

provided a constellation of findings that illustrated common knowledge sources, various 

multimodal practices, and unique outcomes. 

Interview Procedures 

Each participant completed one task-based interview session (Charters, 2003; 

Van Someren et al., 1994). During this session, they opened their electronic portfolio on the 

computer. Once their individual folder open, they identified up to three artifacts they would 

share during the seasonal showcase and provided a rationale. Then the participant chose one 

of the artifacts they would want to share during the interview session. As the participant 

guided me and shared the contents of the project, I probed and asked questions about the 
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subject featured in the artifact, how they learned about this subject and why they found the 

projects or the activity meaningful.    

Then, I asked if the participant wanted to modify any aspect of his or her project and 

helped when asked. After revising the project, I culminated the interview session with a 

hypothetical question about presenting the project to friends and family (the interview guide 

was included as a figure below).  

Figure 2 Visual Representation of Interview Guide 

Visual Representation of Interview Guide 

 

These sessions were approximately 15 to 20 minutes long. Once they completed their 

session, participants in this study were compensated with a small and healthy snack of their 

choice. Those who withdrew from the study were also compensated with the same prize 

after all participants completed their sessions.  

These interview sessions were audio and video recorded. To capture the interview 

sessions, I strategically placed two cameras in the room. The first video camera was placed 

in front of the interview participants, and the second video camera was placed behind the 

1. How long have you been making projects at CP? 

2. What is your favorite part about CP? 

3. If you could pick your top 3 projects to share during the festival, 

which ones would you chose?  

4. Could you open up one of those files and share with me? 

5. I noticed your project is about______________________.  

Could you tell me about this topic? 

a. How did you learn about this topic? 

b. Why is this topic important to you? 

6. If you could change/add something to this project, what would you 

do differently?  

7. If you decide to share this project with family and friends, what 

would you want them to remember?  

a. Please tell me more. 

b. Sounds good to me.  
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participants’ perspective of the computer screen as they navigated their collection of projects 

with the cursor and modified their digital artifacts.  

Analysis Procedures 

  After all the interview records were generated, the audio records were 

transcribed. The video records were mapped as a storyboard or a graphic novel, so I 

examined the consequential progressions (Perry-Romero, 2002; Putney et al., 2000) of each 

literacy event. The audio records were transcribed to display the interactions between the 

speakers. Each unit illustrated a turn in the conversation and each set of turns depicted the 

progressions of the literacy event. Figure 3 represented one conversational turn during the 

interview session. 

Figure 3 Visual Representation of Interview Transcription 

Visual Representation of Interview Transcription 

Time (Camera #1) 

 

 

 

 

Time (Camera #2) Speaker Unit 

 

Beside the audio transcription, the video records from both cameras were also 

mapped. These event maps contextualized the audio transcriptions and provided viewers a 

glimpse of the youth’s world. With the event maps, I acquired information regarding the 

youth’s orientation in front of the computer screen towards the computer. The event maps 

illustrated the boundaries of each set of interactions and these boundaries were marked by 

either a conversational turn or a nonverbal cue. These maps provided me with contextual 

cues that alluded to domains of meaning. With a combination of the interview transcription, 
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video records, and the individual collection of artifacts, I was able to develop eight rich 

individual cases.   

In addition to in-case analysis, I analyzed several aspects of digital storytelling by 

examining these practices across cases. According to Perry and Homan (2015), cross case 

analysis involved collecting and analyzing data from multiple examples. This method had 

been used in other recent new literacy studies. For instance, Watson and Marciano (2015) 

used cross-case analysis as part of their social-participatory youth co-research methodology 

in new literacies research. In the classroom, Smith (2017) used cross-case analysis when 

studying youths’ multimodal composing processes amongst high school seniors. 

Steinkuehler et al. (2012) conducted a cross-case analysis of two out-of-school programs 

based on virtual worlds and studied the participants’ interactions in terms of information 

literacy, workplace skills, problem solving, as well as their intentionality. Since 

collaboration was commonplace at CP, cross-case analysis allowed me to contrast ways 

participants worked with other community members to complete their artifacts. Each 

participant in this study shared their favorite part of being at CP and responses were also 

examined across cases. 

Methods for Q2. Which Domains of Meaning Were Visible in the Construction of 

Digital Artifacts Among Youth? 

 

Through a cross-case analysis, I also examined the domains of meaning visible 

during the construction of digital artifacts. In this study, the domains were revealed as 

recurring sources youth participants referred to while producing their artifacts.  

These domains were embedded in artifacts such as pop culture icons from 

mainstream media (popular culture icons from mainstream media such as large budget 

movies, television shows, online streaming platforms, or books. In addition, signs in this 
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study included depictions of everyday objects, physical environments. Visual 

representations of universal constructs with cultural connotations such as love, family, 

friendship, pets, food, holidays, and sports were also theorized as signs and symbols 

revealed through the process of creating digital artifacts.  

Description of Data Sources 

This dissertation study included three large data sources. The first data source 

included the archive inventory, which was a Microsoft Excel workbook that listed every 

known digital artifact saved in the cloud-based archive. Besides the inventory, interview 

participants’ digital artifacts (which were included in the archive) were rich data sources and 

those are described in detail in this section. The third set of data sources used in this study 

were documented interview video recordings with transcriptions. 

Archive Inventory  

This data source included a collection of spreadsheets, and these spreadsheets served 

as a catalog for digital artifacts that were constructed on-site every academic term (following 

the university calendar) over the past 4 years. Since this inventory was part of the cloud-

based archive, this workbook was accessible from any computer, but was also password-

protected. This archive included over 1800 digital artifacts. The items included in this 

inventory were key word searchable, which enabled me to conduct quick sorting with 

available identifiers. These preliminary sorts provided vital information regarding the scope 

and the scale of digital storytelling at the community and these parameters served as a layer 

of context for the multiple person case studies.  
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Interview Participants’ Digital Artifacts 

In preparation for interview recruitment, the digital artifacts in the archive were 

grouped by authors’ names, and these collections were clustered in alphabetical order. These 

collections of evidence served solicitation prompts for the individual interview sessions and 

revealed the youths’ use of digital tools over a long period of time.  

For the purposes of this study, the artifacts presented or produced during the 

interview session were collected and analyzed across cases. This cluster consisted of eight 

individual artifacts. This set revealed crucial information regarding the youths’ processes of 

creating these files, their choices in topics, and references used to create these files. 

Audio and Video Records 

The interview sessions were video and audio recorded (Erikson, 2006), and these 

records were also included in the participants’ digital portfolios and were password-

protected in a cloud-based platform. During the interview sessions, I captured 

approximately 2 hours of audio and video records. These audio records were transcribed, 

and the transcription consists of over 1200 lines.  
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Chapter 4: Findings 

This chapter consisted of findings were organized in several sections. The first 

section encompassed the scale of digital storytelling at CP and provided several indicators of 

productivity at CP. These results revealed how CP operated as a social organization. The 

second section included a description of the interview participants and the demographics 

information used for the case studies. The third section reports findings that addressed Q1 

and focused how youth constructed digital artifacts during their individual interview 

sessions. These findings were organized as rich individual cases. In addition, findings that 

illustrated the nature of collaboration at CP and revealed motivators for constructing digital 

projects on-site were also taken into account in this section. The fourth section of this 

chapter comprised the domains of meaning participants activated to construct their artifacts 

and addressed Q2.  

CP as a Social Organization 

  In the school year 2016-2017, community members saved 325 projects. In the 

subsequent year (2017-2018) community members saved 417 projects. In the following 

school year (2018-2019), community members saved 647 projects. In the first part of the 

2019-2020 school year (Fall 2019 and Winter 2020), community members saved 490 

projects. When tabulating the number of digital projects collected every year, the 

productivity had dramatically increased from one school year to the next over a 3-year 

period.  
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Figure 4 Linear Graph Representing Artifacts Completed by Academic Year 

Linear Graph Representing Artifacts Completed by Academic Year 

 

 

Table 2 Total Artifacts by Format 

Total Artifacts by Format 

Format 

artifact types 

Quantities 

Powerpoint (.ppt) 1198 

.mov 213 

.jpg 199 

.dox 10 

.mp4 40 

.img 219 

Totals 1879 

 

Gender Representation in Community Participation 

After the artifacts were sorted by year and by format, they were also sorted by 

participants. According to the archive inventory, 241 individual participants whose artifacts 

were saved on-site since 2016. After these participants were sorted by gender, there were 

137 (57%) male participants and 104 (43%) female participants over who produced artifacts 
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onsite over the past three and a half years. Participation by gender was displayed as a pie 

graph. See Figure 5. 

Figure 5 Pie Chart Representing Participation by Gender 

Pie Chart Representing Participation by Gender 

 

When the projects were sorted by gender and the topics were tabulated, there 

were five primary topics that emerged amongst both genders. The five dominant topics 

female participants explored through the construction of digital projects included: (DIY) 

food projects, Animals, narratives with puppies, television shows, and Walt Disney 

films. These topics were included in histogram displayed in the Figure 6. 
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Figure 6 Histogram Representing Most Frequently Selected Topics Amongst Female 

Participants 

Histogram Representing Most Frequently Selected Topics Amongst Female Participants 

 
 

The male participants constructed digital artifacts that focused on soccer (biographies/fact 

sheets of individual players, popular strategies towards goals), Pokémon, Minecraft/Legos, 

Luxury vehicles, and Nintendo. These topics were included in histogram displayed in the 

Figure 7. 
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Figure 7  Histogram Representing Most Frequently Selected Topics Amongst Male 

Participants 

Histogram Representing Most Frequently Selected Topics Amongst Male Participants 

 

 
 

When comparing trending subjects amongst female and male participants, it became 

apparent that both groups gravitated towards different sets of topics without sharing any 

common interests.  

Characteristics of Interview Participants  

Eight local youth participated in individual interview sessions. Seven participants 

were enrolled in the local public elementary school, and the oldest participant was enrolled 

at the local junior high school. The youngest participant (DF) was 7 years old and in 

first grade and the oldest participant (Di) was 13 years old and was in seventh grade during 

the interview session. Four participants (Jay, Em, Gen, and Thu) were 10 years old and in 

fourth grade during the interview and two participants (Nat and Iv) were 11 years old and in 

fifth grade. Seven participants identified themselves as female and one participant identified 

as male. Most of the participants (75%, six of the eight) identified as Latino/Hispanic; one of 

participants identified as White/Caucasian and the other participant identified as Asian or 
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Asian American. A majority (seven of the eight participants) of the interview participants 

also reported speaking more than one language at home. Seventy-five percent of the 

participants identified both Spanish and English as languages spoken at home. One 

participant (Thu) identified both Vietnamese and English as languages spoken at home. 

Their demographics information was included the Table 3.  

Table 3 Demographics for Interview Participants 

Demographics for Interview Participants 

Participant 

name* 

Age Gender Ethnicity Home language 

Didi 7  Female  Latina/Hispanic  Spanish/English  

Jay  10  Female  White/Caucasian  English  

Em  10  Female  Latina/Hispanic  Spanish/English  

Thu  10  Female  Asian/Asian 

American  

Vietnamese/English  

Gen  10  Female  Latina/Hispanic  Spanish/English  

Nat  11  Female  Latina/Hispanic  Spanish/English  

Iv  11  Male  Latino/Hispanic  Spanish/English  

Di  13  Female  Latina/Hispanic  Spanish/English  

*Pseudonyms were used as customary in education research. 

Findings for Q1: How Did Youth Construct Meaning with Digital Artifacts?  

These findings were organized in several sections. The youth participants each 

demonstrated a unique combination of practices to construct meaning with their digital 

artifacts. Their practices were reported sequence as rich individual cases. Their interview 

responses revealed a range of youths’ strategies for collaboration and preferred on-site work 

styles. Participant motivation also revealed several trends that also reaffirmed program 
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purposes and these findings provided nuances to the meaning making process of digital 

storytelling at CP.  

Individual Cases 

Case 1: Di. Di was a local 13-year-old, female, Latina youth and she had 

approximately 4 years of digital storytelling experience at the time of the interview session. 

She was in seventh grade and had younger brothers and sisters who came to the community 

center every day. While in school and community settings, Di communicated with her peers 

in English. She also seamlessly code switched from English to Spanish when 

communicating with her parents, or extended family. She completed several artifacts 

individually using Microsoft PowerPoint. With this platform, Di explored several different 

topics such as puppies, the Disneyland Park experience, the world of superheroes, soccer, 

and recently the construct of aesthetics. 

When Di described her preferred work style, she emphasized the importance of 

having friends working alongside her. She collaborated with several different teams on 

common projects over the years. As she gained more experience with the digital tools, she 

also engaged in personal exploration and worked independently. 

During the interview, she decided to start a new artifact rather than share her projects 

from previous years. While working on a laptop computer, she opened the blank slides, she 

began brainstorming aloud. Once she selected aesthetics as her focus, she began tinkering 

with the color palettes and exploring pastels as her slide background. She also used word 

processing to create her title slide and then her bulleted list on her second slide. After Di 

selected formatted her background, she included list of room necessities such as lights, bed, 

cute decorations such as plants and a vanity. She created two slides and demonstrate the uses 
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of several different digital tools embedded in the platform such as the text box, background 

formatting with the color palettes, conducting image searches online, and incorporating 

images to her slides. When asked about her favorite part of being at CP she replied, “My 

favorite part about CP is that you get to work with other people and you get to create 

something that’s like, cool, and then you get to, it’s like. It’s really fun, too.”  

Case 2: Iv. Iv was a local 11-year-old, Latino youth and he had approximately 3 

years of digital storytelling experience at the time of the interview session. He was in fifth 

grade and took the bus from Central Coast Elementary school to the community center every 

day. While in school and community settings, Iv communicated with his peers in English. 

He completed several artifacts individually using Microsoft Powerpoint. With this platform, 

Iv explored several different topics such as gemstones, Nintendo, Pokemon, scary 

characters, Mega Pokemon, and Bugatti. 

When Iv described his work style, he emphasized his collaborations with the 

previous site coordinator and how those interactions motivated him to produce more projects 

and come to the computer lab space often. Iv stated, “He [the site coordinator] inspired me 

by helping me a lot with the slides and just making me interested in it, until I started coming 

there all the time.” 

 During the interview, Iv searched his portfolio and shared his gemstone slides. 

While he shared his slides, he took the role of the cultural guide. He used the trackpad and 

gradually presented each slide in a grand tour. Iv provided narration to his slides by 

explaining when he first became interested in gemstones in the third grade. He also 

mentioned an instance when he came across a topaz sample. When asked about his favorite 

part of being at CP, Iv replied, “Well, my favorite part about CP is making the video and the 
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PowerPoints and just um share with other people what I’m doing.” If Iv had the opportunity 

to make changes to his artifact, he mentioned he would add more text to the slides and a few 

more pictures to each make it very interesting. He then opened his slides and decided to 

replace the image on the title slide. He opened a second window with the Google image 

search engine, conducted a search for gemstone photos, browsed and scrolled down, right 

clicked the desired image with the trackpad to copy the image from the browser, then 

opened his slide deck, and successfully pasted his new image in place of the original. Later 

on in the interview, Iv provided more details about how participation in CP helped him 

create slides for other purposes at school. He alluded to how participation at CP increased 

his technology skills and motivated him to use more technology than he usually would. 

Case 3: Nat. Nat was a local 11-year-old, female, Latina youth and she had 

approximately 3 years of digital storytelling experience at the time of the interview session. 

She was in fifth grade and had younger brothers and sisters who came to the community 

center every day. While in school and community settings, Nat communicated with her 

peers in English. She also seamlessly code switched from English to Spanish when 

communicating with her parents, or extended family. She completed many artifacts 

individually using Microsoft PowerPoint. With this platform, Nat made slides about rabbits, 

the world of Disney, the world of superheroes, emojis, and Disney Pixar Inside Out (2015). 

When Nat opened her collection on the laptop, she used the trackpad and scrolled 

through the files listed in her electronic folder. As she browsed through her previous 

projects, she also described why some of the topics were significant. For instance, she came 

across a completed artifact titled “Babies” and explained she constructed the slides years 

earlier when she wanted a younger brother. Then she opened her slide project titled “Emojis 
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by Nat final project.” She presented the slides to me and pointed to specific graphics she 

selected to make her project more visually appealing for the audience. Since Nat wanted her 

artifact to have animated graphics and movement, she selected a GIF file from the Google 

image search, copied and pasted the file on to her PowerPoint slide before presenting at the 

digital storytelling festival. If Nat wanted to do something differently at CP, she mentioned 

she wanted to create more do-it-yourself (DIY) projects and create more content 

individually. She stated, “If a friend is interested in my project, I would probably ask them, 

but this time I kind of want to do it by myself. But I would like to finish the (DIY) project 

that I am doing right now.” 

 Nat was only interview participant who mentioned failure as a common occurrence 

and provided multiple examples of challenges she encountered while producing videos. In 

this conversation thread, she described the process of video production and explained the 

procedures for each of the phases such as script writing budgeting, delegating 

responsibilities to different team members, filming, and presenting to the CP community. 

Despite these obstacles, Nat alluded to elements of resilience since she mentioned she would 

continue participating in CP. She also described other project topics she wanted to explore 

and develop with friends. 

Case 4: Gen. Gen was a local 10-year-old, female, Latina youth and she had 

approximately 3 years of digital storytelling experience at the time of the interview session. 

She was in fifth grade and had younger brothers and sisters who came to the community 

center every day. While in school and community settings, Gen communicated with her 

peers in English. She also seamlessly code switched from English to Spanish when 

communicating with her parents, or extended family. She completed many artifacts 
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individually using Microsoft PowerPoint. With this platform, Nat made slides about fairies, 

puppy narratives, the Wolf Girl (female equivalent to the werewolf), roses, and 

MonsterHigh. 

When Gen opened her collection on the laptop computer, she used the trackpad and 

scrolled through the files listed in her electronic folder. As she browsed through her previous 

projects, she immediately focused on her artifact titled, “Puppy Goes to and Quinceanera.” 

She clicked on the slide presentation file and explained how she created this topic. “I have a 

lot of dogs in my family,” Gen mentioned. Then she added, “And so I really like 

quinceaneras so why not together puppies and quinceaneras?” When the presentation 

finished downloading, she opened the file and started the grand tour, by reading the slide 

captions word per word on the first slide. Gen took on the role of the narrator as she read the 

captions aloud. Gen also actively switched voices and took the role of the characters by 

reading the text within the character’s thought cloud. Thought and speaking clouds are 

common text features in comic strips and graphic novels. 

Gen’s presentation had a basic narrative structure and her slides included 

multilayered visuals. As she scrolled through her slides with the trackpad, she explained 

how she used this project as an opportunity to see how creative she could be with the 

visuals. If she could change anything with her artifact, Gen said she would add more details.  

 During the interview session, Gen decided to modify the graphic she included on the 

first slide by reformatting the color of the thought cloud from sky blue to white, then 

keeping the text in a contrasting color (black). She used the right-click function on the 

trackpad to reformat colors. After Gen reformatted the graphic, she shared more details 

about her prospective quinceanera and travel goals. Then she decided to revise her caption 
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on the same slide by clicking on the textbox and typing in an additional sentence. Gen 

scrolled to the next slide and revised the next slide by adding more text for the next 

character (the cat). She right clicked on the thought cloud and added an extra sentence. She 

then added more descriptive language in the caption for the following slide. She also wanted 

named the two black cats. She asked for assistance to insert two small text boxes to serve as 

labels for her characters. With a sequence of small modifications to the graphics and the 

captions, Gen created new versions of her slides. 

She explained the cultural significance of the quincineaneras and how the 

circumstances were different from other birthday parties celebrated among Mexican and 

Mexican-American families. The cultural significance of family gatherings and homes 

experience was a dominant theme amongst multiple cases and those details were addressed 

as findings for Q2 regarding domains of meaning. 

Case 5: Thu. Thu was a local 10-year-old, female, Asian-American youth and she 

had approximately 2 years of digital storytelling experience at the time of the interview 

session. She was in fourth grade and participated at CP almost every available session 

during the week. While in school and community settings, Thu communicated with her 

peers in English. She also seamlessly code switched from English to Vietnamese when 

communicating with her parents, or extended family. She completed many artifacts 

individually using Microsoft PowerPoint. With this platform, Thu made slides about herself 

titled “All About Me,” Grimms Brothers fairytales (Snow White, Hansel and Gretel), her 

retelling of Disney/Pixar Wreck it Ralph (2012), bunnies, chihuahua, and animals at the zoo. 

During the interview, Thu shared her project titled “Snow White.” When Thu sat in 

front of the laptop computer, she vividly recalled the sequence of events in the story of 
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Snow White without the need for visual aids or slides. Then, Thu used the trackpad on the 

computer and gave a grand tour of her project. The first three slides included images of the 

main characters featured throughout her slides. As she opened these slides, she described the 

main characters. Although Thu’s slides included long captions with accompanying images, 

she often relied on her own memory or used the images as prompts rather than read directly 

from the slides. As the story progressed, Thu read the captions on her slides and examined 

details from images to activate her prior knowledge of the story. 

When asked if she wanted to make changes to her slides, Thu stated she would not 

make changes to the slides she already completed. However, she explained she created 

another set of slides as part two as an extension to the slides she shared. When asked about 

her favorite part of being at CP she replied, “...my favorite part is that we could make 

food...then we could make stuff we could use and eat it.”  As examples, she mentioned 

making milk tea and her smashed avocado as subjects in her do-it-yourself (DIY) slide 

presentations and videos. 

Case 6: Em. Em was a local 10-year-old, female, Latina youth and she had 

approximately 2 years of digital storytelling experience at the time of the interview session. 

She was in fourth grade and had younger brothers and sisters who came to the community 

center every day. While in school and community settings, Em communicated with her peers 

in English. She also seamlessly code switched from English to Spanish when 

communicating with her parents, or extended family. She completed many artifacts using 

Microsoft PowerPoint. With this platform, Em made slides about huskies and puppies. 

During the interview, Em shared her digital artifact titled, “The Four Huskies.” Once 

Em used the trackpad on the laptop computer and presented her slide presentation. This 
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artifact consisted of multiple-slide project that resembled narrative text. While sharing her 

project, she introduced me to the characters in her story (four dogs), their home 

environment, and guided me through a sequence of events. This narrative depicted a day in 

the life of four dogs as they traveled to the local beach, the grocery store, and a dinner party 

at a friend’s house, and mentioned that the characters and events were based on her own pets 

in real life. When offered an opportunity to revise slides, she described her artifact as 

completed. After Em and I both established common grounds, she shared several additional 

anecdotes that focused on previous interactions with her dogs, her family members and other 

dogs. When asked about her favorite part of being at CP, Em replied, “...my favorite part is 

that I get to work on a project and present it to them.” 

Case 7: Jay. Jay was a local 10-year-old, female, Caucasian youth and she engaged 

in digital storytelling for the first time during the interview session. She was in fourth grade 

and came to the community center every day for homework assistance. While in school and 

community settings, Jay communicated with her peers, her parents and extended family in 

English. She constructed her artifact with me using Microsoft PowerPoint. With this 

platform, Jay made slides about math as her favorite subject in school. 

At the beginning of her interview session, Jay told a story about why math as her 

favorite subject at school. After sharing this with me, Jay concluded she wanted to make a 

new project about math during session. She expressed interest in digital storytelling, and she 

wanted to learn more about joining the community. Although Jay had yet to participate in 

digital storytelling at CP, she mentioned her experience using a similar platform available 

online called Google Slides. As she was typing captions for her new slide, she also shared 

about her experiences with learning language arts and math through her elementary school 
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years. Once she began working on her artifact, she began engaging in a workflow in which 

she was brainstorming ideas and looking at images to match her captions. Jay also expressed 

a desire to present the new project she started during the session and asked to participate in 

the next group showcase. After completing her interview session, she stepped into the role 

of a peer advocate for digital storytelling on-site. Without prompting, Jay voluntarily 

assisted me by scouting prospective interview participants on-site. She would also read the 

consent forms aloud for participants and shared her experience constructing her digital 

artifact. 

Case 8: Didi. Didi was a local 7-year-old, female, Latina youth and she engaged in 

digital storytelling for the at least a year before participating in the interview session. She 

was in first grade and came to the community center every day for homework assistance. 

While in school and community settings, Didi communicated with her peers in English. She 

also seamlessly code switched from English to Spanish when communicating with her 

parents, or extended family. She constructed her artifact with me using Microsoft 

PowerPoint. With this platform, Didi prepared slides about cakes.  

During her interview session, she completed two slides in her new project. She spent 

most of the session scrolling through rows and rows of images with cakes of all sizes and 

shapes. Although Didi needed assistance with the digital tools such as opening the web 

browser, copying and pasting images, arranging the slide layouts, Didi made every creative 

decision for her digital artifact. During her session, she selected a topic and selected the 

images from the search. As the project designer, she decided the size and placement of each 

image on her slides. Didi also leveraged my technical support by dictating the desired 
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caption while I entered the text into a textbox on her slide. When asked about her favorite 

part of being at CP, Didi replied, “Cause I get to work on the computers.”  

Collaboration at CP 

Collaboration occurred often at CP. When the interview participants explained their 

preferred working styles, their responses uncovered several configurations. These 

configurations included: youth completing individual projects, but with friends seated 

nearby, youth completing individual projects with support from undergraduate volunteers, 

and youth forming large teams to complete large projects. 

 The first example of collaboration included youth working on individual projects, 

but in proximity with friends working on their individual projects accompanying friends. Di 

mentioned her preferred style of collaborating involved being at the computer workstation 

working on her individual artifact but sitting alongside a friend who is also working on her 

own artifact. When sitting next to a friend, she talked to her friend about her project, school, 

or other community activities. 

The second configuration involved youth completing individual projects, but with 

the technology support from undergraduate volunteers. Iv, Thu, and Jay, and Didi worked on 

their individual artifacts and maintained creative control from start to finish. Although, all 

four participants leveraged adult volunteers to complete their individual projects, each 

participant leveraged support from adult volunteers for unique purposes. 

During the interview session, Iv described his experience working directly with the 

previous site coordinator and explained how these interactions inspired him to continue 

making digital artifacts over the past several years. When Iv needed technical support during 

the interview, he sought out help without any hesitation since he considered an adult 
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volunteer as a resource within CP. Similarly, Thu rarely collaborated with peers or pursued 

large group projects with friends. Although Iv’s support included keyboarding and layout for 

digital artifacts, Thu leveraged adult volunteers for other project-related tasks in preparation 

for her do-it-yourself (DIY) videos. Since Thu wanted to prepare tapioca milk tea and share 

with friends, volunteers sourced the tapioca pearls and the tea locally. Undergraduate 

volunteers also assisted with food preparation tasks such as steeping the tea in hot water and 

boiling the pearls. When Jay prepared her slides during the interview session, she relied on 

me to guide her through the process. When I explained she could explore any topic, she 

selected math. She also asked me how to copy and paste an image to her slides using the 

right click on the trackpad and to confirm spelling for certain words. Didi was the youngest 

of all the interview participants; she sought support with many of the technical skills such as 

searching for images, copying and pasting images from the search engine to her projects, 

and then enlarging and fitting the images on the blank slides. She also sought assistance with 

spelling and typing during the interview. With these appropriate supports, DF also 

maintained her creative vision for her DIY cake project. 

Both Gen and Nat shared their experiences working in teams and producing the DIY 

videos. Gen liked working on videos with friends. She mentioned she and her friends made a 

cookie video last year. During the interview, Nat included a more detailed commentary 

about the process of producing DIY videos. Nat explained the procedures for making her 

DIY videos from the beginning to the end of production. To prepare for DIY videos, Nat 

brainstormed ideas, and then select the topic she was most interested in. Once the topic was 

finalized, Nat would write the video scripts for the videos with friends. Then, they created a 

grocery list with an estimated budget for materials. After the materials were purchased, Nat 
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and her friends scheduled videotaping sessions with the on-site coordinator and other 

undergraduate volunteers to assist with the filming. Throughout her session, Nat shared 

behind-the-scenes anecdotes and described some of the challenges she encountered at 

several stages of production, such as recruiting fellow participants as part of her productive 

team and delegating tasks. Although Nat encountered various challenges, in her preparation 

and completion of DIY projects, she also engaged in many different tasks that were 

necessary to complete these video projects.  

Motivators for Engaging in Digital Storytelling 

Through cross-case analysis, the interview participants revealed two major reasons 

for participating in digital storytelling at CP. The first major motivation involved the 

creative and experimental process of creating digital artifacts. The second major motivation 

entailed the preparation of the artifact, but with the purpose of sharing with the community 

 Several participants expressed interest in the creative and experimental aspect of 

digital storytelling. Di explained, “My favorite part about CP is that you get to work with 

other people and you get to create something that’s like, cool, and then you get to, it’s like. 

It’s really fun, too.” Gen also mentioned she enjoyed trying new things experimenting with 

new projects. She stated, “I like that I get to do new things that I’ve been able to experience 

before. Like, when I do something like I get so many options in my head, so it gets 

confusing to choose one.” When asked why she wanted to participate in digital storytelling 

at CP, Jay replied, “Because I like trying new things and maybe CP is something that I 

(would) really like.” Nat and Didi also shared their favorite part of being at CP was the 

process of using the computers to create artifacts with lots of images.  
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Creating artifacts with the purpose of community sharing was a recurring motivator 

for several participants. During their individual interview sessions Iv and Em explained their 

motivation for preparing digital artifacts was the opportunity to present their artifact at the 

end of the academic quarter. Iv mentioned, “Well, my favorite part about CP is making the 

video and the PowerPoints and just um share with other people what I’m doing.” He 

explained in detail: 

Um, CP has inspired me to do projects and share it with people and they inspired me 

to use more tech than I would usually do just and actually use backgrounds, because 

I can actually use backgrounds myself. With um google slides. So, it is really cool to 

make backgrounds. 

Iv was incentivized to expand his repertoires since he could transfer those skills to other 

projects in the future. Thu alluded to community sharing with both her presentations, but she 

explained her favorite part of CP was making and sharing food samples that were featured in 

her DIY video projects.  

Findings for Q2: Which Domains of Meaning Were Visible in the Construction of 

Digital Artifacts Among Youth? 

 

 Several culturally significant domains emerged in the interview participants’ 

artifacts. During the interview sessions, youth selected topics and images that represented a 

wide- array of topics. They constructed presentation slides that represented Walt Disney 

feature films, content readily available through open-source social media platforms, 

emerging online DIY community, schooling experiences, as well as home and family 

experiences. 

The Walt Disney Company was one of the most influential media outlets in the 

world and their films and theme park attractions were inspirational to members of the CP 
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community. In this study, two participants referred to their Disney-inspired artifacts during 

the interviews. Thu shared her digital artifact that featured a retelling the fairytale Snow 

White. As she presented her slides, she also described multiple reasons for selecting this 

narrative and recreating it at CP. She explained she was first introduced to the Walt Disney 

animated feature Snow White (1937) at home when her mother watched the film with her at 

home as at a very young age. Thu watched this film on multiple occasions with other family 

and friends over the years. Due to the repeated viewings, Thu familiarized herself with the 

characters, basic sequence of events and she constructed her artifact with the purposes of 

sharing her knowledge of this story to the local audience. Thu had been told that she bore a 

resemblance to Snow White herself and she wanted the CP community to establish an 

association between her and the protagonist of this classic tale.  

Open-source Social Media Outlets  

Open-source media outlets such as YouTube and Pinterest also gained social 

influence over the years. Multiple interview participants referred to these platforms as 

knowledge sources for own personal explorations in CP. While Iv presented his gemstone 

slides, he identified multiple knowledge sources he activated when exploring gemstones. 

Although he began his exploration by reading reference books, he also engaged in regular 

conversations about gemstones with his mother and other family members. As Iv expanded 

his interest, he and his mother collected rock samples and searched for recent information on 

YouTube. His family also connected with an even larger community of gemstone hobbyists 

at a local gem show. Iv also expressed interest in expanding his knowledge in the subject by 

speaking to an expert about gems and rock formations. 
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Di also identified YouTube and Pinterest for browsing the recent trends in interior 

design and aesthetics during her interview session. With these platforms, Di drew her 

inspiration from multiple YouTube channels, and idea boards. With these channels, social 

media influencers regularly release video logs (vlogs) for their target audience and those 

channel subscribers were notified when new vlogs were available. Influencers often left 

online shopping links for audience members to purchase the same products featured in the 

video. Di explained about how she found decorative items online and purchased some items 

to personalize her space at home. The slides she constructed during the interview session 

were based on her experiences purchasing items and personalizing her living space. She also 

wanted to create a digital artifact to share her recent interior design project with others in the 

CP community. 

(DIY) Food Slide Presentations and Videos  

Microsoft PowerPoint was the primary platform used for digital storytelling at CP. In 

recent years, there was an emergence of other digital platforms used on-site. In addition to 

slides, several interview participants shared their experiences with video production. These 

video productions represented the growing DIY movement on the ground and the virtual 

community. Since food was an important element for routine socialization and seasonal 

celebrations, many of the DIY projects featured at CP included recipes for the youths’ 

favorite treats and snacks.  

Didi, Nat, Gen, and Thu shared their experiences with (DIY) artifacts during their 

interview sessions. They browsed YouTube for DIY videos sample projects and conducted 

extensive image searches of their favorite foods. Didi began the interview with blank slides 

and asked me to assist her with searches for cakes for different occasions. Her title slide was 
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a collage of cakes and she wanted to include a recipe for her favorite cake as part of a DIY 

presentation. Thu completed multiple DIY videos throughout the year leading up to the 

interview and her favorite part of CP was making food as well as sharing samples with her 

friends and family. Gen also mentioned her DIY the videos in which she and her friends 

followed a recipe for making her favorite cookies. Nat also expressed interest in planning 

another DIY food presentation and to videotaping the process in the community kitchen.  

Student in the Classroom   

When Jay created her first digital artifact during the interview session, she created a 

visual representation of herself learning math and number sense in the school 

classroom. She courageously tries new activities and enjoys learning different cognitive 

tasks every year. Although she was interested in learning more advanced number sense, she 

was also open to learning new skills in other subjects. 

Home and Family Experiences 

When participants guided me through their work and explained their digital artifacts, 

they (the interview participants) revealed rich details about their home lives. These examples 

pertained to interactions with pets, family functions (gatherings, field trips) and the use of 

text messages amongst family members throughout the day.  

Interactions with Pets 

  Gen and Em shared digital artifacts with dogs as characters in a narrative text. In the 

initial examination, both projects echoed a similar subject matter and displayed similar 

techniques. For instance, both authors had dogs as the primary focus of their digital artifact. 

A similar technique both authors used included a layering of visuals for each slide 

(background superimposed with characters and objects associated with the scene). Em added 
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cone-shaped party hats on the dogs’ heads and steaks as treats to symbolize a party thrown 

by the animals. If Em presented this artifact to family and friends, she wanted them to 

remember she really likes taking care of dogs.  

Gen included dogs and cats with accessories (flower crowns and bow ties) as 

characters in her slides, but the dogs and cats served as props for the ideal quinceanera. She 

also included images of tablespaces and dessert buffets. Since her pets were central to her 

home life, she included dogs and cats as characters in her project. Not only did Gen include 

pets (dressed in formal attire and accessories that people usually wore such as dresses, bow 

ties, and flower crowns) as characters in her project, these animals represented her key 

family members and male friends who she would invite to participate in her celebration. 

 Although both participants constructed dogs with anthropomorphic qualities that 

engaged in human activities (going to the beach, grocery shopping, and throwing parties), 

each participant used the depiction of pets with different contexts and different goals. 

Family Gatherings 

Gen also utilized concepts from her heritage language, Spanish, to convey cultural 

aspects such as the roles and relationships among family members, and the preparation 

needed for a successful quinceanera. Gen integrated dogs in her story by naming them after 

people in her everyday life, and also giving them voices with comic book style speech 

bubbles. During the interview session, Gen disclosed her desire to have her destination 

quinceanera in Paris. She also shared about her aspiring travel plans, which included the San 

Fernando Valley (in Los Angeles County) and Hollywood. When Gen disclosed her dream 

vacations and provided intricate details of her elaborative destination parties, her future 
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aspirations not only represented the roots of her Mexican heritage, but also alluded to the 

universal construct of social mobility and financial freedom. 

When Iv shared his slides with assorted gemstones, he took up the role of the 

aspiring gemologist. With each slide, he verbally identified and described each gemstone. 

He focused on the aesthetics and the beauty of each gem by selecting images of stones that 

highlight a range of colors, cuts, sizes, and shine. He also shared anecdotes about how he 

explored gemstones through reading books, exploring websites, and meeting with friends 

who also had gemstone collections. In addition, he also shared about a time when he was 

able to examine rock samples up close at a local gem show with his uncle.  

Nat presented her project that focused on the social phenomenon of emojis. Emojis 

are icons, logograms, ideograms, and smileys commonly used in electronic messages and 

web pages. They could be used to convey emotions when facial expressions are not visible 

in the text form. She explained she often used a handful of emojis through her everyday text 

message exchanges with other family members. By preparing her digital artifact and 

presenting, Nat wanted to share the range of emotions and objects that could be depicted in 

emoji form with the CP audience.  

Through these interviews, I found that each youth participant brought a broader 

context to their digital artifacts than what is observable in the moment-to-moment 

interactions. These digital artifacts served as windows into their everyday lives. Through 

their multimodal literacy practices, these youth guide readers into their interpretations of 

their social realities. 
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Chapter 5: Discussions, Limitations, and Implications 

This chapter consisted of an extended commentary. The first section included 

contributions to emerging multimodal literacy assessment research. The following section 

focused specifically on study results that addressed and challenged the digital divide. The 

third section encompassed contributions to the new literacies studies, especially the ones 

involving digital storytelling. These areas also alluded to the socioeconomic mobility 

through creative work. Moreover, this chapter also addressed the limitations of this 

dissertation, the implications for curriculum design and a sketch map for future research 

opportunities.  

Contributions in Multimodal Literacy Assessments  

This dissertation study contributed to the area of multimodal literacy assessments 

with several key design features. Many multimodal literacy assessments were designed as 

online surveys and were distributed internationally to examine the digital divide (Ercikan et 

al., 2018; Jenkins et al., 2008). Ercikan et al. found more boys reported having access to 

computers while girls reported the same degree of interest in working with computers. This 

dissertation study uniquely captured access to technology, since the artifacts listed in the 

archive inventory reflected years of digital storytelling from the same site. When projects 

were sorted by year, the productivity rate in this community displayed a consistent upward 

trend. The increased productivity rate suggested the possibility of more participants joining 

the group, and existing participants creating more content throughout the years. This uptick 

in completed projects over the years indicated an increase of access to the tools and support 

that were needed to complete the artifacts.  
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In addition to the overall organizational trends, further examination of gender 

representation in Club Proteo reaffirmed the trends in previous studies (Ercikan et al. 2018). 

By analyzing the artifacts and sorting them by authors, the researcher identified more male 

participants (57%) than female participants (43%) on-site over the past 3 years. When Seok 

and DaCosta (2017) surveyed approximately 1,200 high school students, they found similar 

trends in which male participants showed a stronger propensity for digital texts than female 

participants. Although some would have argued the number of female and male participants 

were similar, these measures led to further inquiry regarding the nature of equity within this 

organization, specifically whether each group of participants had access to appropriate 

supports (hardware, software, training).  

Seok and DaCosta (2017) purposed gender differences as a significant factor in 

digital propensity. They also reported gender differences in text preferences. They found 

male participants were drawn to topics related to communication and technology and read 

for comprehension purposes. The female participants reported online reading for 

entertainment and learning purposes. In this study, gender was also a significant indicator 

for text topics and preferences, because male and female participants at Club Proteo drew 

from different knowledge sources for their digital artifacts. When the archived projects were 

sorted by subject matters, there were little to no overlap amongst topics between boys and 

girls. This lack of overlap suggested the male and female participants kept collaborations 

amongst members of their own gender and yielded no significant number of heterogenous 

collaborations. In a similar study, Brown and Albers (2014) examined visual art to 

investigate youths’ perceptions of gender roles and they found not only did girls’ and boys’ 

visualizations differ in subject matter, but their gender markers were also embedded in their 
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discourses. The convenience sampling for interview sessions was salient since more girls 

participated in the interview sessions than boys.   

Addressing Digital Divide 

In the literature, access to multimodal texts had also taken on several meanings. 

Although access to computers and secure internet connection mitigated the digital divide, 

there were other aspects of access to consider, such as children’s comprehension of complex 

texts (Mesner & Hiebert, 2016). Additionally, youth benefitted from opportunities to explore 

meaningful topics and had appropriate support from other peers or more experienced 

participants. These practices were essential for youth to acquire expertise independently 

from classroom instruction. Therefore, this study contributed to the multimodal assessment 

research as a valid model for multimodal literacy assessments.   

Rowsell et al. (2017) called for the reformulation of the construct digital divide. 

They also challenged researchers and practitioners to reflect on previous logics. 

Furthermore, they called for education researchers to develop more nuanced perspectives 

about technology use as part of an emerging culture. Although interviewing had been an 

integral method of data collection, with single and multiple person case studies, these 

techniques and guides had not always been thoroughly documented. For instance, Gong et 

al. (2009) asked students to participate in a video assessment to assess target language 

proficiency, which was Japanese and Chinese as second languages. Although their use of 

video assessments served a significant purpose, the implementation of their assessments 

would not have been easily replicable or explored further.  

  Rather than delivering a prescriptive assessment, the semi-structured interview guide 

used in this study allowed the interview participants to engage in abductive reasoning. The 
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participants revisited their projects and added additional layers of detail to their projects by 

describing their anecdotes on record. Although I could have facilitated the session with a 

timer or designed questions with reductionist responses, participants demonstrated their use 

of digital tools and shared their expertise with minimal constraints. The task-based interview 

sessions in this case study enabled participants to co-lead the interview by demonstrating 

several revision tasks with their projects and revealing additional layers of meaning in their 

visuals. Furthermore, the task-based interviews addressed equity in assessment, since all 

participants were able to demonstrate multimodal literacy practices regardless of their 

previous experience.  

Although capturing community literacy practices could be challenging, the camera 

placements were integral for capturing the youths’ digital storytelling practices and their 

multimodal literacies. In ethnographic research, the camera is conceptualized as a valuable 

tool (Schuck & Kearney, 2006) and serves as an additional perspective to the researcher. In 

this study, the two cameras revealed two distinct perspectives. The first camera allowed the 

viewers to observe the interview session from the front of the room with the interview 

participant sitting at the table with the laptop computer in full view. The second camera 

allowed observers to take up the participants’ perspective of the computer screen and follow 

their technical demonstrations. 

Many standardized literacy assessments were designed with the assumption of 

literacy as a fixed system of practices. When students’ literacy practices did not align with 

the systemic expectation, their practices invalidated. Furthermore, these standardized 

assessments provided misleading accounts about students’ capacities. Multimodal 

assessments afforded children labeled “at risk” with expressive and culturally relevant 
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literacy practices (Lawrence & Mathis, 2020). This study contributed to the area of 

multimodal assessments since participants demonstrated a set of tasks that led to the 

composition of their digital artifacts as they would throughout the week. The documentation 

of these community-based literacy practices provided a snapshot of “literacy in the wild” 

rather than a controlled setting.  

Contributions to New Literacies Studies  

The expanding area of new literacies encompassed an orientation towards 

consumption and production of information in a complex social landscape. The findings 

from the archive showcased several aspects of new literacies. The artifacts revealed the 

participatory nature of new literacies. The analysis of these artifacts also uncovered the 

range of formats and skill sets needed to complete the projects. Finally, the artifacts also 

revealed distributed expertise in popular culture and lifestyle.  

From analyzing the collections of artifacts and interview responses, several patterns 

of community participation emerged. Unlike print-based literacies, collaborations were 

commonplace and valued. These collaborations also promoted a distribution of expertise. 

Participants rarely worked individually throughout the duration of their participation in this 

community. As they became more oriented and fluent in making digital artifacts, interest-

based and project-based networks emerged. In a recent article, Schneider et al. (2020) 

interrogated the literacy practices youth engaged in while composing multimodal texts and 

producing student films. They conceptualized the students’ practices as fast and slow 

literacies. Fast literacies include navigating large quantities of information and mining the 

appropriate sources that serve their purpose. Meanwhile, they also described slow literacies, 
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which required layered composing. The participants in this study demonstrated a 

combination of fast and slow literacies as they composed their digital artifacts.  

The artifacts from the archive and the interview responses elicited from the open-

ended prompts revealed evidence of a vibrant community with a wide distribution of 

expertise. The expertise included a wide range of know-how. This distribution of know-how 

revealed knowledge reflected by the range of artifact formats and skills sets. These skill sets 

were displayed in the multiple slide presentations, video clips, still photos, spreadsheets, and 

video scripts. 

In addition to the know-how, the digital artifacts also revealed a wide array of topics 

in popular culture. The definition of new literacies practices also included social practices 

mediated by technology. These social practices fit the definitions of “new literacies” since 

these practices were more participatory and collaborative (Knobel & Lankshear, 

2014). Moreover, these practices could also be embodied in different roles and under 

different circumstances. The older, more experienced program participants developed an 

extensive collection of artifacts produced over the years and they utilized the digital tools 

like an artist’s palette.   

Findings from this study reaffirmed theories regarding multimodal literacies. The 

participants demonstrated multimodal literacy skills when they activated knowledge from 

other environments to engage in digital storytelling at the community center. In addition, 

participants included information acquired from different sources outside of their physical 

environment, and they reformatted their findings into a presentation for the CP audience. 

The participants’ abilities to repurpose information for different audiences were critical 

multimodal literacy processes that could be expanded and refined.  
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Although the interview sessions occurred in the local community center, the 

participants applied knowledge and skills from their interactions with friends and other 

groups outside of the digital storytelling community. Therefore, their individual 

contributions became assets to the collective. Recently, Rasool (2019) explored everyday 

literacy practices at the intersections of faith, culture, and identity and she suggested that 

everyday literacy practices were indeed, part of a larger system of beliefs, social 

expectations, and interpersonal relationships. The participants in this study used their digital 

artifacts and prepared visual representations that revealed glimmers of their relationships 

with family and friends. These relationships were integral to the participants’ lives and 

reminded educators to consider education as a means for working with not only their 

individual students in a classroom, but also socially impacting a set of families.  

Not only did participants reflect their social realities in their artifacts, but they also 

modified and changed their social realities, similar to hacker literacies. Erstad and Silseth 

(2019) recently conceptualized digital engagement as future making. The interview 

participants provided anecdotes and visual representations of their future aspirations, and the 

act of creating these visuals and publicly sharing them with peers was integral for goal 

setting. Therefore, the participants who designed digital content were also likely to strive 

towards those goals and designed for their future. The artifacts created in this community 

revealed participants’ values. These values were sometimes demonstrated on-site in from of 

sharing knowledge and sharing food. For instance, some participants prepared food for their 

DIY projects and shared them with fellow community members which reflected the values 

of hospitality and caring for the group. Another social practice included group sharing of 

stories that entertained and inspired. In addition, the visuals also depicted the revitalization 
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of spaces with do-it-yourself projects. The activity of digital storytelling in this after-school 

program empowered youth and enabled them to take on positions of leadership such as 

directors, coordinators, and designers in their own community. Hull and James (2007) 

captured images from their physical environment near their community-based program and 

conceptualized their digital storytelling program as a space of hope. Aside from hope and 

aspirations for the future, the findings in this study were also clear indications of youths’ 

personal agency (Zarate, 2018) and empowerment in the present. Youth demonstrated the 

capacity to repurpose the images they saw to create new interpretations. In addition, some 

participants took the new interpretations of images and executed their own plans on-site or 

at home.  

These visual depictions of everyday life also represented the participants’ physical 

mobility. Participants’ travel and mobility were integral to understanding the youths’ life 

worlds. Physical mobility is an important element to youths’ everyday lives as it provides 

them with options to explore new learning opportunities outside of home and school 

(Rowsell, 2020). Some of these events included day trips with the family, recreating favorite 

recipes in DIY videos filmed in the community kitchen, sitting in math class, or interior 

decorating at home. Apart from these representations, the participants in this study explained 

the meanings of their representations, therefore adding another layer of meaning that would 

not have been captured with the artifacts alone. The implications of mobility were crucial to 

addressing equity. Although enrichment activities were usually reserved for students who 

excelled in the academic work, students who struggled with schoolwork may benefit even 

more than students who were considered high achieving.  
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  While living in a modern, interconnected world, the mobility of people, goods, services, 

and knowledge across physical and virtual spaces had a profound impact on children’s early 

experiences with language and language development, and youths’ experiences in their early 

years were an integral part of their literacy development. The participants vividly illustrated 

significant events, items, or people through their artifacts. This reaffirms the need for 

educators to amplify youths’ voices in areas of curriculum planning and policy reform.  

 Need for Group Validation  

Although community members created original projects, the clustering of topics also 

alluded to the need for group validation (Alvermann, 2011). This group validation would 

have derived from other peers in real life or fellow members from large online interest 

groups such as YouTube, Facebook, or Pinterest. At CP, group validation also came from 

more experienced participants, as well as older mentors such as the undergraduate 

volunteers. The undergraduate volunteers often slipped into the role model position and 

provide support on a regular basis. In addition to the validation of topics, there were also 

trends among the types of artifacts produced. Although many artifacts were in the form of 

slide presentations, there were also emerging trends in the uses of script writing, project 

planning, and video productions. However, each interview participant reported a unique 

route into the digital storytelling community, and their individual perspectives contributed to 

the collective culture of CP. Through youth development programming, youth and adults 

could collaborate and create an identity-safe community that destigmatizes differences. 

These interactions served as a foundation for positive risk taking and self-reflection (Rubin 

et al., 2021).  
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Through digital storytelling, participants not only expanded their repertoires for 

future projects, but also increased their funds of knowledge by remixing images and 

constructing collages that represented multiculturalism and transnationalism (Moll, 2019). 

The construct of transnationalism was a significant contributor to identity development, 

especially in the context of globalization (Higgins, 2011). Therefore, the standardization and 

narrowing of classroom curriculum had been systemically excluding children rather than 

lifting and supporting youths’ intellectual curiosities.  

Socioeconomic Mobility Through Creative Work   

Another recurring theme that emerged amongst the digital projects and the interview 

responses was the hope and desire for socioeconomic mobility. Although many immigrants 

and children of immigrants were indoctrinated in believing that the American meritocracy 

and the role of formal education were vehicles for economic prosperity, the public-school 

curriculum addressed a narrow set of standards, skills, and knowledge sources. Sefton-Green 

et al. (2020) recently published a volume of studies that focuses on young people’s 

transitions into creative work. Sefton-Green et al. (2020) problematized the paths to creative 

jobs by highlighting the need for a prospective creative worker to have access to equipment, 

professional training, and the right contacts to make major career breakthroughs. Sefton-

Green et al. also reminded readers of creativity being perceived as a form of recreation, 

otherwise known as a side hustle. Tanenbaum et al. (2013) suggested the maker’s practices 

(specifically DIY, hacking, and craft) were part of the democratization of technology. 

Emerging prospective creative workers take on multiple jobs to sustain themselves as they 

cultivate their skills, networks, and opportunities before being able to sustain their lifestyles 

exclusively through their profession as creative professionals.  
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Based on the findings in this study, youth participants who chose to engage in media 

arts at an early age showed motivation and demonstrated potential in pursuing creative 

work, to the extent that the community continues to cultivate an ethos of creativity. The 

youths’ planning, coordination, and completion of their digital projects served as seeds for 

even larger endeavors, such that involves other specialized industry skill sets and 

entrepreneurship. For instance, youth could create prototypes of devices that address 

household needs and possibly gain venture capital to mass produce those devices. Therefore, 

multimodal literacies and creative work would not only be beneficial for meaning-making 

and socio-emotional wellbeing, but it would also be a potential driver for economic 

prosperity through possible sponsorships and the monetization of social media platforms 

like YouTube, Facebook, and Instagram. The youths’ emerging digital citizenship would 

also influence future projects. 

Critical Stances and Problem-Solving Disposition   

Based on the hacker literacies frameworks (Santo, 2012), participants engaged in 

digital skills with the purpose of sharing incidences of social injustice. Study participants did 

not share projects or anecdotes of community organizing or create digital content that 

directly corresponded with recent current events, but they demonstrated many multimodal 

literacy skills by generating original content. Through their digital projects, participants in 

this study were able to produce visual representations of their favorite activities, whether it 

was interior design, buying and selling gemstones, or DIY videos of their favorite 

products.    
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Challenging Mainstream Marketing Through Do-It-Yourself Projects 

Mainstream marketing of toys and games had been a major influence for 

perpetuating heteronormative expectations. These expectations were embedded in virtual 

platforms marketed towards children. These preferences were reaffirmed in the clustering of 

topics presented in the artifacts and in the individual interview sessions. Mostly reflected 

heteronormative expectations displayed in mainstream marketing (Black et al., 2013). 

However, the emergence of DIY videos in this community revealed a form of resistance 

towards mainstream marketing, and mirrored participants’ attempts to take on the role of a 

producer rather than a consumer. In the past decade, there has been several social 

movements that served as outcomes from hacker literacies. Since 2012, there was viral 

distribution of digital content that motivated community organizing on a global scale. With 

these online social media platforms, citizens harnessed their own channel to have individual 

conversations with other members within their network, share their favorite hobbies and 

articles, raise awareness for social issues, organize events, and fundraise. In recent months, 

millions of citizens in the United States, and across the globe, went to the streets in protest 

for the unjust treatment and tragic death of George Floyd. These recent political 

mobilizations reminded scholars and practitioners the importance for historically 

marginalized youth to develop and utilize critical multimodal literacy skills to engage in a 

21st century democratic society.  

Limitations of This Study   

This dissertation study had several limitations due to its design. Although the 

archived projects revealed longitudinal trends in productivity, gender representation in 

participation, and clustered interests across multiple years, these findings were limited to 
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superficial indicators of program participation. With these measured provided information 

regarding the social organization functions as one unit. Although productivity rates (as in 

completed projects per year) and demographics of a population are important features in a 

social organization with hundreds of participants, these measures may not reveal 

information about the more complex issues involving equity and access to technology within 

one community, especially for underrepresented participants. Further analysis would 

potentially unveil trends in seasonal productivity, granular shifts in collaboration, project 

planning, and even participants’ adaptations. 

The underrepresentation of girls in this digital storytelling community was consistent 

with trends found across the country, and this is significant for several reasons. The 

underrepresentation of women in STEM professions and STEM majors at the university 

level has been investigated extensively, but this study revealed this emerging trend as 

prevalent, not only for students at the university level, but also among younger students that 

have not even started junior high school. This trend also alluded to pitfalls within the K-12 

pipeline and the importance of recognizing obstacles youth encounter while pursuing STEM 

learning. Therefore, these findings called for further investigation—specifically, an 

investigation of contributing factors to the underrepresentation of girls in STEM and 

computer-based programs.  

Another limitation to this study was the number of interview sessions completed per 

participant. Although interview participants provided feedback about their digital 

storytelling experience and demonstrated several tasks, these individual sessions provide a 

short chain of interactions. Longitudinal case studies with years of routine interviews may   

reveal a gradual, but potentially profound metamorphosis. The findings of this exploratory 
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study also alluded to the role of failure and the challenges youth encounter when planning 

and executing a complex project with multiple team members. Interestingly, these 

transformations could have included a shift towards media-based practices, a more nuanced 

explanation for their metacognitive processing, and concrete developments towards personal 

aspirations with career readiness. 

Implications for Future Research Work   

This study has implications in several areas. The first area involved the ideologies 

and values embedded in public school curriculum and the need to redesign curriculum to 

suit the needs of all children. The second set of implications involved the need to address 

equity and access to learning opportunities amongst marginalized communities in the wake 

of natural disasters and a public health crisis. The third set of implications included the need 

for technology training for practitioners and hybrid learning configurations.    

Implications for Curriculum: Proposed Alternative Curriculums for Schools  

In this dissertation study, interview participants communicated their motivators for 

engaging in digital storytelling and illustrated their everyday influences as 

storytellers. Many of these influences stemmed from community activities and interactions 

with family members at home. With recent federal laws, such as Every Student Succeeds 

Act (ESSA) in 2015, policy makers and practitioners were incentivized to narrow their 

curriculum areas and prioritize a limited set of academic skills. Therefore, this revealed a 

disconnect between what children were expected to learn in school and the topics youth 

actively explore beyond the classroom curriculum. The findings from this study served as a 

reminder for education researchers and practitioners to consider the value of enrichment 
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opportunities outside of the classroom and embedding enrichment activities (guest speakers, 

virtual tours, in-person field trips) into the school curriculum on-site or remote learning.  

Implications for Teacher Education and Multimodal Assessment Designs  

In addition to enrichment activities, there were also implications for teacher 

education and opportunities for professional development. With remote instruction, teachers 

would have benefitted from additional online resources and training models to select or 

construct multimodal literacy assessments for students. Training materials could have 

included video tutorials for creating task-based, project-based, or valid summative 

assessments. The video tutorials could have also included links to other resources such as 

open-access templates, assignment models by grade levels and by content areas.  

Enrichment Opportunities Through Community Based Programming  

Although college preparation, academic knowledge, and skills were essential in 

public education curriculum, community-based enrichment and after school programming 

were also crucial for all children, especially for youth who may not have access to 

exploratory and creative activities at home. By supplementing public education with after-

school programs, youth could have more learning opportunities to learn, and these 

opportunities were essential for addressing inequities within the school system and 

society. University-community partnerships were instrumental to addressing these systemic 

inequities for university students and local children through fieldwork opportunities.    

    Youths’ everyday lives had been drastically altered, and this alteration of having 

limited in-person social interactions with others (as a result from not having in-person 

classes for extended periods of time) could have detrimental socioemotional effects. These 

effects could be magnified amongst children whose families rely on the public education 
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system and need-based services. Therefore, children who benefitted the most from the 

public school system were especially vulnerable when schools were not fully operable. For 

those reasons, a well-planned, gradual, and safe reopening of schools and community-based 

programming would be beneficial for children and their families.    

Opportunities for Future Research  

This dissertation study yielded three potential opportunities for future studies.  All 

three opportunities focused on the value of enrichment activities in community-based 

programming. The first future opportunity included an investigation of how youth had 

gained emotional healing and coped with crisis through digital storytelling. The second 

research opportunity involved youth engaging in digital storytelling, but the prospective 

investigation would focus on how youth develop individual and community resilience 

through media-driven practices. The third research opportunity entailed an investigation of 

identity development amongst youth leaders in community arts groups and how their 

passions evolved to meaningful creative work. 
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